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Data matching
greater threat
than Australia
Card: academic
BY PETER L O G U E

THE Federal G o v e r n m e n t has
already g o n e b e y o n d the
aborted Australia Card proposal with the range and extent
of its electronic data-matching
of personal information, according to information systems
expert, Dr Roger Clarke.
Dr Clarke, Reader in Information Technology in the Faculty of
Economics and Commerce at
ANU, said that since the dumping
of the Australia Card in September 1987, there had been a succession of Government measures,
some legislated, some implemented administratively, which
added up to at least the level of the
Australia Card.
'The only thing we're missing
is the card with the photograph
on it,' he said.
To back up his assertions, Dr
Clarke has recently published a
series of background papers on
the spread of data exchange, which
highlight some new proposals
which raise serious privacy concerns.
Of the new proposals, Dr Clarke
is particularly concerned about a
plan emerging from the AttorneyGeneral's Department to establish
a system called the Law Enforcement Access Network (LEAN), a
system he claims can be introduced
without parliamentary scrutiny
and which may not be subject to
the Commonwealth Privacy Act,
1988.
In bureaucradc jargon LEAN
is: 'A function-specific computer
system with capability to access,
search, analyse and match data,
irrespective of the formatting of
the data or type of data base
management involved, and to
make that functional capability
and contents of public databases
available to Commonwealth agencies with law enforcement and
revenue protection responsibilities'.
There is limited public informadon about LEAN, but what
seems to be proposed is that data
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Privacy sacrificed as bureaucrats share information

will be acquired from the Australian Securides Commission, relating to company registration details, including directors and other
associated people's names and addresses. Data will also be acquired
from State Government agencies
in each state and territory, relating
to land ownership and valuations.
Government documents say
that it 'requires only Government
direction to extend it (LEAN) to
other databases, and the term used
is 'publicly available databases".
From this, Dr Clarke says, it is
reasonable to assume that the
scheme will be extended to include
such databases as: Telecom White
and Yellow Pages, the Electoral
Roll, driver and motor vehicle registration records, and Births,
Deaths and Marriages registry data
in each State.
It could also, perhaps, be extended to include Water Board,
Electricity and Gas Company
records.
The origins of the proposal can
be traced to a 1987 Government
Report entitied Review of Systems
for Dealing with Fraud on the Commonwealth.
In the available documentation,
the Attorney-General's department cites protection of revenue
and enhancement of law enforcement capability as justification for
the proposal.
Dr Clarke says there appears to
be no economic justification for
the project.
What concerns him most is not
that selected specialist agencies,
like the Australian Federal Police
and the National Crime Authorit)^
should have access to such a system,
but that it is proposed in public
tender documents that some 2200
terminals would have access to the
information at any one time.
This would include people in
state agencies with no training in
the handling of, and securit)^ provisions for dealing with, sensitive
information and people. Also, state
employees are not covered by privacy legislation.
— Continued on Page 2
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ungo Woman goes home

BY LIZ TYNAN

IN a ceremony earlier this year,
the remains of a prehistoric
Aboriginal woman, known as
M u n g o W o m a n , were h a n d e d
over to local Aboriginals by
ANU p r e h i s t o r i a n , Dr Alan
T h o r n e . (Pictured above).
The bones, found at Mungo
Lake in western New South Wales
in 1968, made world headlines as
their discovery by ANU scientists
pushed back by 5000 years previous estimates of Aboriginal occupation of Australia and provided
the earliest known evidence of
cremation practices.
Dr Jim Bowler of the Departm e n t of Biogeography and
Geomorphology found the remains in July 1968 while undertaking a geological survey. An agreement was made between Aboriginal people and ANU anthropologists in 1989 to return the bones.
Meanwhile, a multi-disciplinaiy
approach is being taken to investigate Aboriginal bones and artefacts found recently near Cooma

before the remains are returned
to the earth.
ANU PhD student Ms Angela
Davis is one of a number of scientists seeking to extract the maximum data from a find being called
one of the most significant in
Australian archaeology.
A flood washed through a private property near Cooma last
September lifting soil from a grave
that was later discovered by a
farmer who reported it to the police.
What followed was an investigation to ensure that the bones
weren't of recent and sinister
provenance. Cooma police excavated the site and sent the bones
and grave goods to Sydney for forensic examination.
An item about the find was run
in the local newspaper, and that's
where Angela Davis entered the
picture. She saw the story, in which
it was speculated that the bones
were those of an early settier, and
became intrigued as it was mentioned that animal remains had
been found alongside.

JCSMR Bill in Senate
A bill to preserve the autonomy
in decision-making of the Australian National University was
read in the Senate last week,
following the recent row over
the transfer of f u n d i n g of the
University's J o h n Curtin
School of Medical Research
(JCSMR).
Reading the bill on Wednesday, 4 March, NSW Liberal Senator John Tierney, said it was structured to prevent what he called

the blatant abuse of Ministerial
power attempted by the Minister
for Higher Education and Employment Service, Mr Baldwin.
Senator Tierney said the decision last year to transfer funding
of the JCSMR from the Department of Employment, Education
and Training to the Department
of Health and Community Services and to be under the control of
the National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC),
represented a significant threat to

Ms Davis, a palaeontologist in
the Geology Department, is studying the history of animals in the
Cooma area over the past 30,000
years and recognised the possibility of the animal remains being of
large extinct species. The National
Parks and Wildlife Service was
contacted and Sue Feary, an archaeologist, became involved.
Once it was determined that
the human remains were Aboriginal, the Merrimans Local Aboriginal Land Council was notified.
Members of the Council have provided invaluable information
about the nature of the find.
It is believed that the bones, of
a woman aged 40-50 and a man in
his 20s, are especially significant
because of evidence that the two
held high status in their community.
The most compelling indicator of this is the spectacular necklace found with the bones, made
— Continued on Page 2
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Mungo
ANU student wins
prestigious BRW award woman
— Continued from Page 1

MR David Tonuri, Chairman
of the increasingly successful
ANU Union, has been awarded
the prestigious Business Review
Weekly/AMP Business Student
of the Year Award.
Mr Tonuri already has a Bachelor of Economics and a Bachelor
of Science, majoring in economics, mathematics, statistics, actuarial studies and accounting.
While continuing his successful management of the ANU Union, he is completing an honours
year in economics which includes
a thesis in 'stochastic modelling',
the study of random fluctuations
of variables which helps in estimating the probability of insolvency.
As ifthat is not enough, he also
holds a Towers Perrin actuarial
scholarship which obliges him, in
return for study funding, to complete two months' work experience with that firm in Sydney each
year.
Mr Robert Gotdiebsen, BRW
editorial director, said the standard of entries of the award, now in
its third year, was the best ever.
In a four page ardcle in last
week's BRW, Mr Gotdiebsen said
the judges were impressed by the
excellence of Mr Tonuri's entry,
which demonstrated a superb academic record and a wide range of
interests.
T thought itwas fascinating that
he won an overwhelming vote from
the j u d g e s in every area,' Mr
Gotdiebsen said.
T h e j u d g e s were most impressed by his proven ability in
running a business.
Mr Ian Salmon, managing director of the AMP Society said the
changes Mr Tonuri had made
while chairman of the ANU Union

JCSMR Senate
submissions available
A complete set of the almost 100 submissions to the Senate inquiry into
the John Curtin School of Medical
Research has been made available for
public scrutiny at various libraries
around Canberra.
Many of the submissions express
serious concerns about the financial

Privacy threat
— Continued from Page 1

While he concedes that there
has been a general right of access
to the databases involved, this
has been of a limited nature and
has not involved the extensive
cross r e f e r e n c i n g a n d d a t a
searching that v^ould now be
available.
The Department claims that
the system is exempt from the
Privacy Act 1988 on the grounds
that it is concerned with 'law
enforcement and protection of
public revenue'.
'Whether or not it is exempt is
in the end irrelevant. It is a
scheme which drastically alters
long-standing arrangements

made him a worthy award winner.
As Chairman of the Union,
which services the needs of up to
9,000 undergraduate and postgraduate students, David Tonuri
has achieved both savings and reduced fees.
The union is controlled by a
board of directors made up of
elected students and university
appointed representatives.
Since his election in 1990 and
his elevation to the Chairmanship
in November last year, Mr Tonuri
has taken responsibility of strategic planning, analysis of trading
accounts and financial statements,
staff and student relations, liaison
with the University and publicity
and promotions.
He believes that many student
unions have fallen victim to politics and ended up being poorly
run and making enormous losses
which have been reflected in increased fees.
ANU student fees f u n d the
Union, the Sports Union, the Students Association and the Postgraduate Students Association.
Since 1990 the union's slice of
the total funds has been reduced
from $570,000 to $270,000.
Amenities fees have also been
dramatically reduced to the current $84, some 75 per cent of fees
at some other universities.
Turnover increased from $4.8
million in 1990 to $5.5 million last
year with an estimated profit of
about $420,000.
'I'm one of the several people
who believe the union should be
run on business principles rather
than, as a lot of unions are run
around the country, as charity organisations which don't provide
services as they should but still
require huge subsidies from their
members,' Mr Tonuri told BRW.
and administrative arrangements for
the School announced earlier this
year by the Minister of Higher Education, Mr Peter Baldwin.
Sets of submissions are available
for reference in the Parliamentary
Library, the National Library, the
Menzies Library at the ANU and
public libraries at Kingston, Civic,
Woden, Belconnen and Dickson.

concerning personal data, has very
significant implications for privacy
and should be subjected to careful
and public assessment prior to
being implemented,' he said.
Dr Clarke's specific concern
about the LEAN scheme has been
heightened by his research into
the wider exchange of personal
information within the public
service.
In his paper TheResistableRiseof
the National Personal Data System,
Dr Clarke traces the rise and fall of
the Australia Card and the subseq u e n t introduction of the enh a n c e d Tax File N u m b e r i n g
(TFN) scheme.
He also looks at the extension
of the TFN for use in areas related
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up of the incisors of more than
160 kangaroos of modern species
common in the area today. Each
tooth has been pierced to enable
the ornament to be strung together. Without metal tools such
an undertaking would have been
painstaking.
Other items found with the
bones included hammer stones,
scraping implements and large
amounts of red ochre. Mr J o h n
Head of the Radiocarbon Dating
Research Unit is now determining
the age of the bones using carbon
dadng. On stradgraphic grounds
the burial is probably less than
15,000 years old.
Apart from Ms Davis and Ms
Feary, Mr Graham Taiylor of the
University of Canberra is examining geological aspects, Mr Phil
Boot of the ANU is looking at usewear data and Mr Colin Pardoe of
the Institute of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Studies is
making detailed descripdons of
the human remains and attempting to determine the cause of
death. (One fact which has come
to light so far is the male apparently suffered from spina bifida).
Once this work has been completed, the bones will be handed
over to the Land Council and ritually consigned to a site close to
where they were found. The exact
location will be kept secret, to ensure they are not disturbed again.

Women in
Academia
The Vice-Chancellor of Macquarie
University, Professor Di Yerbury
will address the Graduate School
Forum at the ANU next Wednesday (18 March).
Professor Yerbury's address,
entitled Women in Academia, will
commence at 8pm in the Common Room, University House.
Those to address the Forum in
the future include Shadow Education Minister, Dr David Kemp, and
Mr Jack Waterford of The Canberra
Times.
directed to taxation and areas only
indirectly related to tax. And he
examines the growing involvement
of Government agencies in the
'parallel matching' procedures
run by the Department of Social
Security.
He concludes that assurances
about the scope of the TFN scheme
given at the dme of introduction
are worthless. The initial scope of
the scheme was greater than that
understood at the dme by people
who took an active part in assessing its impact.
'From an exclusively taxation
scheme, the TFN now applies to
any statute administratively moved
under the ATO's control; and any

Senate Bill rni %JJCSMR — ,Continued,,from ,Page,1
the autonomy of the University.
'The Minister's actions in relation to the J o h n Curtin School of
Medical Research have put all
Australian universities on notice
that the Federal Government will
not hesitate to intervene at any
level in their internal affairs. We
cannot allow the Government to
continue this interference in our
higher education institutions,'
Senator Tierney said.
'The J o h n Curtin School of
Medical Research is a world class
biomedical research institute. Its
greatest strength is that it nurtures
and tolerates long-term research
on a diverse range of problems
and is one of the few institutions
left that still continues this research.'
Taking the responsibility for
funding theJCSMR away from the
University and giving it to the Department of Health would compromise its independence and
detrimentally affect the world-class
work being undertaken there.
Sections in the proposed Australian National University Amendment (Autonomy) Act 1992, would
ensure that the Minister's power
to determine the amounts and the
times at which money is paid to
the University, is n o t used to
abridge the autonomy of the University.
Senator Tierney is also a member of the Senate Standing Committee on Employment, Education

and Training which is currently
looking at the transfer of funding
of theJCSMR to the NHMRC and
the implications of the proposed
changes for the autonomy of
Australian universities in general.
A motion was passed in the Senate
on 3 December 1991 to inquire
into theJCSMR funding issue. The
NHMRC has since withdrawn from
the proposed arrangements.
The Committee also comprises
Senators Terry Aulich (Chair),
Paul Calvert, Winston Crane,
Dominic Foreman, Nick Sherry,
Karin Sowada and Olive Zakharov.
The Committee began taking
evidence on February 28 and the
third and the last public hearing
was last Friday, 6 March. It has
been asked to report its findings
and recommendations to the Senate by 1 April.
At last Friday's public hearing,
the Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Laurie Nichol and the Deputy ViceChancellor and Director of the
Institute of Advanced Studies,
Professor Max Neutze gave evidence. In total, 16 staff from the
JCSMR have appeared before the
Committee, as well as members of
academic staff in the Research
Schools of Chemistry and of Biological Sciences and some members of the Stephen Committee
which reviewed the Institute in
1990 and which recommended the
NHMRC involvement in the future of the School.

Gag claim ridiculous: Reporter
metropolitan daily newspapers ran stories at the weekend about
a decision by the ANU Reporter not to
publish a comment piece critical of
the University's decision to offer an
adjunct professorship to former
Prime Minister Mr Bob Hawke.
The Sydney Morning Herald on Saturday claimed the Reporter had been
'gagged' by the University administration. A similar story ran in The
Sunday Age, and Saturday's The Canberra Times simply recorded the Reporter's decision not to run the comment piece.
The facts are that the Reporter assented when a lecturer in the Department of Political Science, Dr Michael
McKinley, offered to write a comment piece on the Hawke appointment.
Pieces appearing in the Comment
section are normally 800 words.
Sometimes up to 1000 words. Dr
McKinley's piece was more than 2000
SEVERAL

purpose deemed by statute to be
'taxation law'; and any purpose
for which explicit legislative approval is given,' he says.
Its scope has been widened to
include the administration of virtually all benefits and pensions,
for use in the location of spouse
and child maintenance defaulters, and the matching of personal
data from all the major client-oriented government agencies.
'It is clear that Commonwealth
Government agencies are applying information technology in a
variety of different programmes
designed to impose greater control over their clients,' Dr Clarke
concludes.

words, but even so it was considered
for publication pending an opinion
from the University's lawyer on the
more contentious claims it made
about the former Prime Minister and
the University's decision on his appointment.
The lawyer advised that the piece
'may be defematory of Mr Hawke'
and 'Its criticism of the University
and its officers may also go beyond
what is defensible in ordinary criticism'.
The lawyer said: 'In our opinion,
publication of the article in its present
form . . . could expose the University
to a claim for damages'.
The ANU Reporter, following the
lawyer's advice, asked Dr McKinley to
re-write sections of his piece to get
over the legal difficulties, he refused,
and so the piece is not published in
this edition of the paper. So much for
gags!
—Ed.

Moreover, he said, the TFN
scheme, the LEAN scheme and
the Health Insurance and Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme were
capable of being inter-linked, to
provide an even greater degree
of privacy invasiveness.
Dr Clark said there was 'a pronounced tendency' on the part
of senior executives in the public
service to regard government as
a single monolith. Personal data
could flow freely between the
agencies because all flows were
internal to the service.
'There appears to be litde appreciation on the part of senior
executives
that
personal
freedoms are threatened by these
efficiencies,' he said.

ANU in global quest NCEPH leads
medical debate
for nuclearfusion
BY JANE DARGAVILLE

THE ANU's National Centre for
Epidemiology and Population
Health (NCEPH) is making
significant inroads in the debate over the state of general
medical practice in Australia
with its release of a series of
discussion papers on the issue.

the proverbial 'chewing gum and wire' ingenuity
for which Australia's pioneers
were renowned, physicists at
the Australian National University have designed and built
a device as part of an international effort to achieve controlled thermonuclear fusion.
ECHOING

The fifth paper in the series,
titled Too Many or Too Few ? Medical
Workforce and General Practice in
Australia, was released last Monday, and warned that the supply of
general medical practitioners to
rural electorates throughout Australia is worsening.

Scientists and technicians at the
Research School of Physical Sciences
and
Engineering
(RSPhysSE) have combined their
design, construction and innovation skills with the tradition of
improvisadon to construct an experimental apparatus called a
Heliac for sophisticated plasma
physics experiments on a par with
big-budget work overseas.
Nuclear fusion is seen as a solution to future energy needs, providing a safe, clean and virtually
endless energy supply. By fusing
two atoms, a new element is created and in the process large
amounts of energy are created.
This contrasts with nuclear fission
used to power nuclear reactors,
where the energy comes from
splitting atoms. With fusion, the
radioactive waste problems are
negligible.
To achieve the appropriate
conditions for a reactor, in which
the gases must be held at temperatures up to 300 million degrees
Centigrade, it is necessary to contain the plasma inside specially
shaped toroidal (doughnutshaped) magnetic fields.
The Heliac is designed to explore the properties of different
configurations of plasma and field,
made possible by the special properties of its helical shape, in order
to improve our understanding of
the hot plasma.
It has taken four years to design
and build the apparatus and the
work has been almost entirely inhouse using the expertise of the
School's craftsmen and technicians. A roughly comparable
Heliac is under construction for
the European Commission; this is
being built by industry at a cost
exceeding $A65 million.
Since such a sum is outside the
realms of possibility for Australia,
the School has invested more ingenuity than money and built the
Heliac at a tiny fraction of this
cost, and within the operating
budget of the School.

The study says that while doctor
numbers have apparently reached
saturation point in the capital cities, there has not been a 'trickle
down' to rural areas.
Professor Bob Douglas, Director of NCEPH, says: 'This is at a
time when doctors in cities are
deeply dissatisfied at the competitive pressures induced by a rise in
medical immigration and changing structures to hospitals.'

The machine itself has been
built to a very high standard from
the best vacuum materials available and the experiments will be
conducted using advanced computer and diagnostic techniques
for measurement and control.
Where state-of-the-art technology
was essential it has been provided.
However, where the technology was irrelevant, the Plasma Research Laboratory acquired obsolete cast-offs, such as those used to
build the power supplies, from
diverse sources such as state railway authorities, OTC and the ABC.
The many tonnes of copper
needed were purchased originally
by Professor Sir Mark Oliphant
for his proposed accelerator, while
the vertical boring machine, which
was essential for the construction
of the Heliac, started its life in a
Krupps factory making gun turrets
for the German Navy in WWII. It
came to Australia as part of the
war reparations.
The 12-tonne Heliac assembly
(see photo) is in the process of
being relocated to a different level
of the Cockcroft building for the
final stages of fitting out.
Once installed in its four metre
diameter vacuum enclosure, it will
be commissioned and ready for
the first experiments by the mid-

'Medical immigration has increased, despite the recommendation of the 1988 Inquiry into
Medical Education and Medical
Workforce which advocated the
introduction of quotas on access
to the examination which leads to
the registration of overseas trained
doctors,' he said.

die of this year.
By way of background, the
world's largest controlled nuclear
fusion apparatus, JET, last November produced two megawatts
of thermonuclear fusion for a few
seconds. It has taken more than
four decades of research to get to
this stage.
The problem is in heating and
containing the plasma sufficiently
to sustain the reaction. Attempting to control the plasma by trapping it inside magnetic fields has
been a problem because when the
plasma is heated it tends to become unstable and leak out of the
magnetic trap, thereby causing an
energy drain.

Too Many or Too Few ? examines
a number of remedies for the
problems, and concludes that the
highest priorities are the need for:
• support for and training of
recruits to rural general practice;
• restructuring of hospitals to

/T

The grant, solicited by the Centre for Educational Development
and Academic Methods and received late last year, will assist
CEDAM's ongoing program
aimed at developing and implementing processes which improve

The paper also suggests that
students from country areas could
be given priorit)^ in admissions to
medical schools to help over come
the shortage of doctors in rural
areas.
The first four in the series of
discussion papers, tided generally
W(h)ither Australian General Practice?, were released in December
last year. The production of the
series was prompted by the Federal Government's 1991 Budget
changes to Medicare rebates and
plans for general practice restructuring. Two more papers are yet to
be released.
NCEPH also conducted last
week a two-day work in progress
conference for the Federal Government's National General Practice Evaluation program.

University House

Put simply, the problem is like
trying to fill a bucket with water,
when the bucket has a hole in the
bottom.
To continue the analogy, the
approach has been to try to fill up
the bucket quicker than the water
is draining out. Specifically, this
has meant trying to build bigger
and more powerful nuclear fusion
machines.

Wednesday 11 March

Old Canberra House
6.00 for 6.30pm

Canberra Week Dinner
Seafood Barbecue with wine, Music
from a Recorder Ensemble,
The Canzonetta Consort

Friday 13 March
6.00 to 9.00pm

Jazz at Old Canberra House
from the School of Music

Tuesday 17 March

Literary Lunch in Hall George
Negus
Dinner in Hall with Professor Henry
Nix followed by House Lecture on
"Ideas for the Future of Australia" in
the Common Room at 8.00pm

Wednesday 18 March

The ANU physicists have decided to tackle the problem of
energy losses with the Heliac. In
other words, to discover why the
energy is escaping and how to prevent it happening.

good teaching practice and man
agement throughout the ANU.
The proposals funded by the
grant will augment the existing
initiatives in this area. More details of the grants will published in
a coming edition of Reporter.

The paper cautions against the
reduction of intakes to Australian
medical schools, but draws attention to the inequitable distribution across states to medical school
places and to the fact that Queensland and Western Australia, which
have the main problem of rural
mal-distribution, have low per
capita output of medical graduates.

What's on
at

Thursday 19 March
11.00am

Literary Lunch in Hall with Helen
Gamer

Saturday 21 March
11.00am

WINE-TASTING in the Cellar with
lunch available afterwards

Wednesday 25 March

Dinner in Hall with Professor Henry
Nix followed by House Lecture on
"Ideas for the Future of Australia" in
the Common Room at 8.00pm

$1/4 million for teaching methods

A $250,000 grant from the Department of Employment Education and Training will contribute
to the continuing effort within
the ANU to improve teaching
methods and practice for teachers in first year courses.

lessen their dependence on overseas
doctors;
• the urgent setting of quotas on
the licensing of overseas trained
doctors as advocated by the 1988
enquiry,
and;
• consideration of the development of regional Departments or
Divisions of General Practice
which could provide area-wide
cohesion and locum support, and
return accredited private CPs to a
role in hospital care.

Members of the House receive discounts in BOFFINS
and the Cellar; and everyone's drinks
are cheaper during Happy Hour at Old Canberra
House every Thursday 5.00 - 6.30pm
^

For general enquiries, please telephone
249 5211 or 5281
ANU
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Big changes for ACT arts in 1992
COMMENT
BY DAVID WILLIAMS*

1992 sees two i m p o r t a n t
s t r u c t u r a l c h a n g e s in t h e arts
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e in t h e ACT.
The amalgamation of The
Australian National University with
the Institute of the Arts (ITA),
comprising Canberra School of
Art and the Canberra School of
Music, brings new opportunities
for the development of arts activity on campus.
ITA brings particular visual arts
and music strengths with the high
standard of its programs and the
expertise of a nationally and internationally recognised staff, and a
student body drawn from all Australian states and many overseas
countries.

University gains
The University gains an impressive range of arts facilities:
Llewelyn Hall, The Recital room.
The CSA Gallery and exhibition
spaces together with well equipped
specialist workshops and departments and the Australian Centre
for the Arts and Technology. It
also gains a close working relationship with the Canberra community.
The public programs of the
Schools of Art and Music - concerts, exhibitions, visiting artists
and musicians - bring a very high

profile to the University. The
Schools enjoy a special relationship with the ACT Government
which actively supports their work.
This will be enhanced by the
merger.
In celebrating the amalgamation, it is timely to anticipate the
restoration of the ANU's prominent position in cultural development and support for the arts.
The University Drill Hall Gallery
should be secured as a permanent
feature of the campus for use as a
continuing venue for visual arts
exhibitions.

Educational role
A program complementing the
educational role of The Faculties
and the School of Art could include contemporary national and
regional exhibitions together with
University exhibitions relating to
its various collections and activities.
A variety of exhibition activity
on campus, such as has been established at Monash and Melbourne universities, would assist
the ANU to develop a new dimension of its relationship with the
Canberra community. The ACT
Government is interested to assist
the regional component of such a
program.
An active University Drill Hall
Gallery program could be coordinated with other activities including visiting artists, residencies,
guest lectures, conferences, seminars, and research projects within
the Art and Music Schools, the

Faculties and University Centres
The year 1996 marks the 50th
anniversary of the foundation of
the ANU, and plans should commence immediately to celebrate
this occasion with a major public
sculpture commission. A project
of this kind would be the opportunity to develop a much needed
visual identity, would attract private sponsorship and present an
opportunity to develop a landmark
\dsible from City Hill symbolically
linking the University and the city
centre.
A revival of the ANU Creative
Arts Fellowship scheme emphasising support for Aboriginal artists
would re-establi'sh the University
as a leader in this field, while the
merger with the Schools of Art
and Music provide significant new
dimensions to the proposal for a
co-operative Centre for Australian Cultural studies.
The addition of contemporary
visual arts and music studies to a
combined ACT Universities program and the co-ordinated expertise of Canberra's numerous national cultural/educational institutions has a potential unmatched
elsewhere in Australia. Initiatives
such as these would enrich campus life, the ACT community and
Australia in general.
The second major structural
change to impact on arts development is the establishment of the
ACT Cultural Council. It replaces
the former Arts Development
Board and its 14 member Council

includes five people associated
with the ANU.
The establishment of the Cultural Council was a key recommendation contained in the ACT
Select Committee Report on ACT
Cultural Activities and Facilities.
It recognises the d e p t h and
strength of the arts community
and the contribution it makes to
the cultural, social and economic
life of the region.

Coordinate approach
For the first time, the Government will have advice on a coordinated approach on strategies
and planning for future developments, the cultural impact of Gove r n m e n t policies, and recommendations relating to grants and
public works. A co-ordinated approach to cultural policy is needed
to provide a viable framework for
the development of artists, arts
infrastructure, facilities, recreation, sport, education and heritage.

much will be required to operate
and maintain them? Where will
this money come from? What
about their relationship to national
facilities and their functions?
The Cultural Council has set its
sights on priorities to support artists, arts organisations, activities
and events and new initiatives such
as a sculpture triennial. These play
a central role in the construction
of the community's identity and
sense of confidence. The nexus
between the work of artists and
the wider community is another
central concern.
Community cultural development encouraging participation
and recognition of the pluralist
nature of our society are important considerations. The Cultural
Council sees the need for cultural
research and the development of
strategic partnerships with private
enterprise, government departments, with tourism and promotion agencies with politicians and
national
institutions.
Coordinated, co-operative developments will be the key to success in
the future.

One of the issues requiring
immediate attention concerns the
allocation of capital funding priorities for spending the $19 million casino premium. In addition
to the soon to commence community theatre, at the corner of
Childers Street and University
Avenue, the possibilities for a new
drama theatre, library, regional
art gallery, heritage centre, museum and community facilities
require consideration.

The merger between ITA, Canberra School of Art and Canberra
School of Music and ANU, and
the establishment of the ACT Cultural Council are significant developments which will assist in realising the enormous potential in
ACT cultural life, and the promotion of its artistic achievements in
which we should all take pride.

Questions need to be asked
about the function, type and size
of each of these facilities. How

"^David Williams is the Director
of the School of Art.

LETTERS
Smoking incense
Having j u s t laid aside t h e ANU
Reporter w^ith its lead story o n
t h e smoking b a n at t h e University, I c h a n c e d o n a slim volume
in T i b e t a n a n d English in t h e
Menzies Library.
It is entitled The harmful effects of
tobacco by H H Dudjon Rinpoche,
and as the issue is topical, I quote
verbatim the words of two Tibetan
pundits contained therein:
'By the strength [of tobaccosmoking], the five gross poisons
will increase. Rejecting the ten virtuous actions, people will practice
the ten unvirtuous ones...' The
smoke of this poison, penetrating
the earth will annihilate hundreds
of thousands of naga cities.
Rain will not fall, harvest and
livestock will not prosper, there
will be civil disorders, epidemics,
and various undesirable events.
The poisonous smoke rising to
the sky will destroy the abodes of
the gods, untimely eclipses and
comets will appear. The essential
fluids and veins of those who smoke
will dry up. It will be the cause for
four hundred and four sicknesses
to arise.
Whoever smokes will be reborn
in the lower realms. If one smokes
and others inhale the odour, it will

be as if one were extricating the
heart of six million beings' (Ratna
Lingpa 1403-1478).
'People will inhale tobacco
smoke, the veins of discriminative
wisdom thus becoming blocked,
agitation and obscuring emotions
will be intensified. The central
channel will be obstructed, and
consequently, the limpid clarity of
one's awareness will dim. General
merit [will be] exhausted [and
this] will cause agitation around
the world.
Religious objects, the receptacles of blessings, will deteriorate;
wrong views and false religions
will spread. The protective deities
will turn aside and look only towards Mt Meru.' (Tugchog Dorje
18th century).
I had been hoping my dimmed
awareness would regain its limpid
clarity. Maybe the smoke ban will
do the trick.

McComas Taylor
Centre for Resource and
Environmental Studies

Teaching resources
I would like to s u p p o r t t h e
c o n c e r n of the P r e s i d e n t of
the A N U Students' Association
a b o u t t h e i n a d e q u a c y of resources f o r quality t e a c h i n g
a n d l e a r n i n g in t h e tertiary
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sector at t h e p r e s e n t time.
However I would like to correct
the misperception that the grant
received by the University is for
the purpose of teaching 'lecturers
how to teach a packed first year
lecture theatre...'.
The project f u n d e d by the
Government's Quality Support
Grants Program is not a response
to any issues of overcrowding; it is
not about mass instruction. It aims
to build on other activities already
in place in departments for addressing issues that arise from the
constantly changing and problematic nature of tertiary teaching.
The grant offers an opportunity to
explore approaches to first year
teaching which are educationally
sound and innovative.
I hope that the ANU Students'
Association will join all of us involved in making the best possible
use of the grant to enhance the
quality of the learning environment at the University. As partners
in the learning enterprise their
ideas and feedback will be sought
in development and evaluation.
Margot

Pearson

Centre for Educational Development
and Academic Methods
The ANU Reporter welcomes letters from
readers but we ask that correspondents limit
themselves to 200 words.

A N U P U B L I C L E C T U R E SERIES

Sponsored by ANUTECH
Department of Geology

The D A Brown Lecture
*New Australian Starfish Fossils and their Friends: what they
tell us about evolution and ancient geographies'
Dr Peter Jell Deputy Director of the Queensland Museum
Thursday 12 March 1992 at 7.00pm
Forestry Lecture Theatre, Linnaeus Way
The Research School of Chemistry

The A J Birch Lecture
*New Catalysts for a Clean Environment*
Professor Sir John Meurig Thomas FRS
formerly Director of the Royal Institution, London, now
Deputy Pro Vice-Chancellor of the University of Wales
Wednesday 25 March 1992, 8.00pm,
Research School of Chemistry Lecutre Theatre
Research School of Pacific Studies

The 53rd Morrison Lecture
to be given by The Dalai Lama of
Tibet 1989 Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
Friday 8 May 1992 at 12.30 to 2.00pm
Llewellyn Hall, School of Music, Childers Street
Inquiries to University Public Relations,
tel 249 2229/249 4144

PROFILE

Peter Corris: a life from crime
BY PETER COTTON

T h e r e was a chair standing in
front of the fireplace and the
shotgun was missing from above
it. I gaped at the space and started
to turn towards the door. Before I
completed the turn, I heard the
hammers click back and a voice
cut in through the sound: 'Stand
right there and don't move or I'll
shoot you.'
from 'Deal Me Out'
Peter Corris, 1986

Corris is one of Australia's most prolific writers, and
one of our most popular, but
ironically his creative energy
once almost killed him.

PETER

The year was 1970. The place,
The Australian Nadonal University. Corris, who went on to create
one of the most popular characters
in Australian fiction, private investigator Cliff Hardy, was on a
three year Commonwealth Postgraduate Scholarship. His PhD
thesis tracked the lives of Solomon
Islanders who worked as indentured labourers in the Queensland
cane fields.
Tt was the right subject, and
the Professor then was a guy named
Jim Davidson — an inspiradonal
character! Derek Scarr, who is sdll
at the ANU, was my supervisor. It
was a golden dme for me,' says
Corris.
He completed his thesis in two
years, but by the rules couldn't
submit it before the end of the
third year. This gave him a lot of
free time, and this was bad news
for his diabetes.
'The freedom of that year almost brought me undone,' Corris
says. 'I didn't have anything to do,
and I really started to drink, and I
was a smoker, and I'd given up
exercise. All that sort of stuff
'For the next six years, apart
from a shot a day, I didn't look
after my diabetes at all.'
By 1976 Corris was in trouble.
His CP rushed him off to a specialist.
'They were considering taking
out my pituitary gland. That sends
you bald, makes you impotent, I
don't know what else it does,' he
says.
Twelve months later and still
into his post-ANU binge, by chance
he met an opthamologist named
Fred Hollows. T h e m e e t i n g
changed, and probably saved,
Corris's life.
'We were having a chat and he
poked me in the gut and told me
to start looking after myself or I'd
be dead in ten years.
'That's when I started to jog,
stopped drinking a flagon a day,
and stopped smoking and all that.
He had an impact on me.
'I had laser treatment on my
eyes. Hollows was the pioneer of
the treatment in Australia. One of

his s t u d e n t s
saved
my
sight.'
F r o m this
initial contact
with Professor
Hollows came
the celebrated
Hollows biography written
with Corris,
and published
earlier
this
year.
'I came ve 17
close to being
blind and I've
looked after
myself since.
This was part of
why I wan ted to
help Fred with
his story,' says
Corris.

idea of how it's
going to shape
itself towards
an end. As for
the end, it remains fluid up
until the last
writing session,
although the
options shrink.

His
wife
Jean Bedford
(author of six
books including the best
selling novel
Sister
Kate)
reads the completed manuscript
and
points to any
flat spots.
'She suggests
when
things d o n ' t
work-she reads
more than me,
she's got a keen
eye and it's
fresher. Her
changes take a
few minutes on
the word processor.

'It's a terrific book. I
mean you'd be
a bloody hopeless writer if
you c o u l d n ' t
make a lively
read out of his
life. It was hke
working with a
character in a
novel.'
Corris says ^
h e ' d like to
write another biography but it
would have to be someone he admired and respected. He says that
cuts the field down enormously.
His brush with infirmity did not
dent Corris's ability to 'churn it
out'. He has had five books published in the last year, four of them
novels, and the Hollows biography. (Professor Fred Hollows was
the 1991 AustraHan of the Year)
And as if that isn't enough, he has
another six books with his publishers waidng for release.
'The publishers don't really
want to hear from me for another
year or so but what else am I going
to do,' Corris says. 'I love wridng
so I'll keep doing it and stay five or
six books ahead of the game.'
One might suppose that this
freakish productivity comes from
long hours at the word processor,
the hard slog. But no.
'I sit down for two, two and a
half hours a day,' says Corris
shrugging his shoulders.
'I've tried to put in more hours
but I can't go back to it. I love
wridng, I adore the process, it's
one of my happiest dmes of the
day, but I can't put in more dme.'
Why not?
' I don' t know. I go back to it but
the well's empty dll the next day. It
might be that the mind needs to
be occupied with something else
but that's the way it works.'
That couple of hours at the
keyboard translates into five or six
pages a day. It means he completes a Hardy novel in about six
weeks.

The other surprise in the Corris
work style is that he never produces a second draft. What you
read is almost exactly what he wrote
in that two hour sdnt at the keyboard.
'No second drafts. That's it.
One hit straight through. Most of
my books are like that,' says Corris.
His work style reflects his confidence, as does his view of himself
and his limitadons: 'I don't take
risks as a writer. I'm a formula
writer. I've found ways to write
acceptable novels, that people
enjoy, that I enjoy writing, that are
easy for me to write. I don't have
any original ideas about human
behaviour and motivation. I don't
have any ability to break new
ground, or to produce really powerful original ficdon. I can't do it
and I don't want to. I'm perfectly
happy doing what I'm doing. A
square peg in a square hole.'
He categories his ficdon as pure
pulp, but there are guiding principles.
'I do. try not to be sexist, not to
offend women. I don't think I succeed in making fully fleshed
women characters often. They
obviously don't carry the acdon as
much as the men.
'Also, I never give any comfort
to organised religion, conservative politics, or racists. So I do have
posts to steer the course by. To
that extent it's pulp, but not pap.
'When I'm wridng, I don't know
what's going to happen ahead. It's
not undl I'm about two thirds of
the way through that I have any

'Then I give
it to my agent
and she'll have
similar things,
^^rPeterCotton particularly if I
get a bit inconsistent about Hardy's likes and dislikes from one
novel to the next.
'About 95 per cent of the first
draft appears in print. There's no
restructuring or re-ordering or
major rewriting. I would hate it if
there were.'
Despite his claim not to take
risks with his writing, Corris admits that the Hollows biography
was a bit of a risk.
'Normally I wouldn' t have done
it, but fortunately, I had nothing
else to do,' he said.
' T h e p u b l i s h e r s had two
Hardys, two Crawleys (Ray 'Creepy'
Crawley is the hero of Corris' spy
series), a Browning (Richard
Browning is another character
from the Corris stable modelled
on the Flashman series of George
McDonald Fraser) and a big historical novel. Everyone had everything that they wanted.'
As for the Crawley series, the
disaffected 'spook' whose fight is
as much against his own people as
against the enemies of the state,
Corris produces them in collaboration with Melbourne-based
writer Bill Garner.
'They start from a page and a
half story oudine I get from Bill.
'The outline for The Azanian
Action (the latest Crawley) basically said let's do one about the
notion of privatising the intelligence services. It'll have a South
African background, and we could
have a woman at the centre and so
on.
'Like the others, I sit down for

six weeks and do it. There's no
plan.'
'The historical novels, like
Naismith's Dominion, (Corris has
three under his belt), they are
planned because they span an
historical period and I need a few
chronological guide-lines. Often I
also need a generational perspective -1 have to keep in mind who is
whose grandfather and stuff like
that.'
Just as Corris is a prolific producer of novels, I'm a prolific
reader of his Hardy series. I think
I've read all the Hardy novels and
in some ways I saw the Corris interview as the closest I would get to
meeting my favourite figure in
crime fiction. Needless to say.
Hardy didn't make an appearance
during the interview at Corris's
Coaldale beachhouse, but I now
have a greater sense of him after
spending four hours with his
creator.
Of all his creations, Peter Corris
says he likes Hardy the best too.
He has imbued his private detective with his (Corris's) moral code
and in some ways, his and Hardy's
lives are converging.
'Most ofhis emotional baggage,
the sense of humour and the off
the cuff stuff is me, but I adopt a
persona to write a Hardy. I sort of
shrug it on like an old coat.
'I'm very conscious that Hardy
more and more is keeping pace
with me in some sort of way,' says
Corris.
'The danger with Hardy is that
I live a quiet, bourgeois existence
and I have to be careful that he still
taps back into my more riotous
days. He'd be very dull if he lived
the way I live.'
It's twelve years since Corris
had his first Hardy novel published. He was the pioneer of new
Australian crime fiction. A new
Hardy novel appears on the
bookstands every year now, and
the fictional detective has gone
from cult figure to popular product. But there are some things
Corris won' t do to advance sales of
the Hardy novels.
'I resist attempts by media
people to make me take them on
Cliff Hardy coffee shop tours or
Cliff Hardy bus tours of Sydney
and that sort of bullshit.'
As for the future, Corris tells a
Chuck Berry story: 'Berry said that
the day some promoter rings him
and offers him less than ten thousand dollars for a gig, he'll say to
him "Son you just retired Chuck
Berry". If Jean said "This ones really doesn't work" and my agent
said "Oh we can probably do
something with it, but it's not up
to scratch", well I hope I'd chuck it
in.
'A lot of writers write on too
long and I always wonder if it's
going to stop for me. If it does I
hope I'll have the character to
recognise it and do something
else.'
Wednesday 11 March 1992 — 5

Classifieds

For Sale
AKAI and National sfereo rec/cassette system, headphones, $240 ono.
2 sleeping bags $25ea. German brewery beer steins. Records and cassettes.
X4189/247745L

BABVs portable wooden cot with
mattress, $69. Wooden change table
with 2 shelves, $49. Both as new.
2548618.
BICYCLE, Ladies. Hardly used, ex.
cond, $200 ono, incl. helmet, lights,
basket. 2488956(ah).
BICYCLE, Spokesman, Unisex, 24"
wheels, foot brake, no gears
2474658(ah).
BIKE, 12spd, index gear, vgc., free
accessories & Atom 'Airlite' helmet,
$230, Benny Wong, Toad Hall
Rm#E165. 2494722.
BIKE, Almost new Apollo II, 12spd,
23" frame, man/tall woman, gelflex
seat, straight h/bars, $400. Kris
x2316.
BIKE, mens, 3spd, $40. Wei x4134/
2475470(h).
BIKE, Ricardo, lOspd, new brake cables, reasonable cond. Cost $250,
sell $120. Peter Gabriel 2493083
BOOK, "Unusual car tours out of
Canberra", $8.50 (incl. p&p), from
Dr AJ Mortlock, 30 Millen St, Hughes,
ACT, 2605.
CARAVAN, on site Barlings Beach
Caravan Park, Tomakin. 22 ft alum,
annexe, separate bedroom, colour
TV, microwave, furnished, quick sale
$5000. (044) 717038
CARAVAN MATTRESSES, 2 sgl
innerspring, as new, $200ea. ono
2496834 or 2493505.
CHEF COOKER, grill & 4 burner
propane gas stove. As new, $200
2865469(h).
COLOUR TV, Philips, 26" VHP, gd
cond $110. Yi 2492815.
COT, baby's, wooden, with mattress,
vgc, $25. Boys bikes, less than $20ea
28233597x4367.
DESK, Freedom studentdesk, as new,
white, self-assemble, $50 ono delivery avail. Ph 2488956(ah).
DINING table and chairs, dressing
table, occasional coffee table,
overlocker, 3 piece lounge, wall unit,
casserole/baking dish, w/robes.
2545839.
DOUBLE BED, pine slat base with
Sleepmaker slat-bed mattress. Both
good order. $165. 2472843(ah).
DOUBLE BED, standard size, with 2
inner spring mattresses, $350.
2651553(w)/2497649(h).
ELECTRONIC PIANO, Yamaha

Drill Hall Gallery
Changing exhibitions
from the ANU
Kingsley Street, Acton

PF70, 76 weighted keys with built-in
amp & stand + Roland EM 101 snd
Module. $1200. 2823974.
FISH TANK, 4ft on stand with filter,
heater, pump, lights, background etc,
$300 ono Katie 2588806 (aft 7pm).
FREEZER, Malleys, Tuckerbox, $150.
2953384(ah)/x5003.
FRIDGE, Kelvinator 250L, lyo, $295
ono. Lounge suite, pine, lx2seater,
2xlseater, 1 y.o.. Microwave, sm, $59.
Typewriter, $29. Stereo, 3 in 1, $59
ono.
Mohan
2442923(w)/
2545194(ah).
FRIDGE, larger than bar fridge with
good size freezer, good working cond.
$150. Zac 2493083.
HARRIS TWEED, jacket, immaculate cond.$200 ono. Anne 2472556 .
MICRON, 785 microfiche reader.
Excl cond. Vivienne 2474064.
MOUNTAIN BIKES, 2 mens, 10
gears, 2 mths old, sell for 50% off,
$100 ea. 2495382(Univ Hse), to be
sold on Mar 12.
ROTARY CLOTHES LINE, Hills, as
new. Out of ground $65. 2492130
SAILING DINGY, Gwen 12 $300 ono
Katy 2492181 or 2592350.
SINGLE BED, $40. Desk with 4 dr,
$50. Pye record player/rad/cass, $30.
AWA record player $20. All exc cond.
X2362/2549676.
SKI BOOTS, Technica, light grey,
ladies size 7, vgc, $20. Elena x5069.
STEREO EQUIPMENT, Technics
Stack, CD, dble cass, t/table, tuner/
radio, amp, speakers, exc cond, $700.
Annie x3569/2472869.
TABLE extending plus 4 chairs $ 100.
Bed double, $200. 2492668.
TAE KWON DO suit. As new, fit 1213yr old, plus white belt, $35. Karen
24934123/2963830(h).
TROMBONE, Yamaha, $300 ono.
Portable typewriter $180. Datsun
200B, $2850 ono. Blender and chopper
"Moulinex",
$75
ono.
2418536.
TV, colour TEAC, 14", remote,
memory, $450 ono. 2465097 (w)
2493553(h).
VACUUM CLEANER, $30; bike (kids
5-10), $35; mattress (sgl) $10. Yi
2492815/2472388.
WASHING MACHINE, automatic,
$80; sgl bed, $25. Jiang 2494149.
WINDSURFER, $500 ono. Same
x2461/2552259(ah).

Computers
AMSTRAD, PC 1512SD, 512K, 5.25"
internal floppy disk, internal hard

drive. $400. Brother M-1409 dot
matrix printer. $100. James Hall
2494722(bh)/2494722.
MacPLUS, computer. Complete with
case, excl cond, $780. 2495508.
MACINTOSH PLUS, 1 MB RAM,
with or without ext. floppy drive.
Includes System software, etc. $650.
2952380(ah).
TOSHIBA, TIOOOSE laptop 3MB
ram; 1.44 MB FDD; CGA; Serial,
parallel ports; 240V adaptor $1800
ono 2813208/(048) 428065.

Motor Vehicles
CAMIRA, '84, reg 12/92, eng vgc,
body vgc, auto, low km, AM/FM radio/stereo, air-cond, $6000 ono.
2515804(h)/2493259(w)
HONDA CIVIC, '89,13,000km, seldom used, second car, exc cond.
View to appreciate. Must sell $ 17,500
ono. Marek 2493546.
MAZDA, 323, '78, white, 5dr hatch,
manual, reg 12/92 $1950, 2575309.
MAZDA, s/wgn, '75, reg 7/92, rad/
cass, am/fm stereo, exc cond, $2000
ono. 2465097(w)/2493553(h).
MINI, LS '77, 6mths ACT reg, body
rough,$600. 2495542 (w)
2884259(h).
MITSUBISHI COLT, '80, man, 10
mths reg, stereo/rad/cass, 4 new
tyres, exc cond, owner going o/s,
$5500 ono. Gerda x3431.
NISSAN PINTARA, exc cond, one
owner, 7 mths reg, new tyres, 56,000
kms, $11,000. Colin x0235.
SIGMA, '79, swgn, auto, air cond,
stereo, towbar, gd cond, reg 2/93,
low kms, $2,900ono. 2492993(w)/
2592916(h).
SUZUKI SIERRA, Drover, 4wd, s/
top, 85, reg 4/92, vgc, 5spd, stereo,
cb, $ 7 8 0 0 ono. 2 5 1 5 9 5 9 ( h ) /
2750927 (w).
TOYOTA COROLLA, SE, '78, auto,
exc cond, 11 mths reg, rad/cass.

must sell, $2900. x3460/2814965 (after 5pm).
TOYOTA CORONA, 81, s/wgn,
white, vgc, reg 4/92, t/bar, r/rack, t/
windows, $3200. Don 2475718.
TOYOTA CORONA, '81 sdn 4spd
man, 1 owner gd cond, reg 12/92,
$4700ono. Ph 2881157.

Real Estate
MELBA HEIGHTS, elevated block
with fantastic views, parkland, 4br,
ensuite, garage, large rumpus,
plusIbr flat. $235,000. All offers cons.
2587073.
SHARE in ski lodge. Eastjindabyne,
close to lake, $ 3 5 0 0 . x 2 1 6 4 /
2513849(ah).

Accommodation
Wanted
FAMILY is desperately looking for
3br hse, short or long term in Turner,
O'Connor or Lyneham area, close to
schools. 2473832/
2957520(bh).
FEMALE visiting Fellow, mature, responsible, seeks hse/flat, pref near
ANU, July-Dec inc. Pat 2959617(h)/
2492356 (w).
LARGE Ibr or 2/3 t/hse/hse, wanted
for rent, prof couple, urgent. Close
to Civic. Michael x 2 5 5 6 / 2 9 1
4012(ah).
MALE, n/smoking, postgrad seeks
Ibr flat, close to city, from April 1, for
long term. J a c o b 2 4 7 9 9 2 4 ( h ) /
3906 (w).
VISITING
Professor
from
Canada seeks furn 3br hse or
apartment for 9mths, starting
early-mid July. Pref cycling distance
of
ANU/CSIRO.
2465790(w)/2573156(h).

$60pw, non-smoker, fairly quiet.
Douglas 2417377, pref. between
8&9am, 7&9pm.
FEMALE, to share 2br apart, in
Campbell with postgrad std. Quiet
non-smoking. Postgrad pref. $75pw.
Pat 2498952.
NON-SMOKER, wanted to share ff"
3br, cosy hse in Gilmore, with owner,
nice garden, close to bus, $60pw.
Barbara 291 7785.
O'CONNOR, non-smoking prof/
p'grad to share lovely duplex with If;
near buses & Lyneham shops;
$90pw+exps. Alexia 2493717/
2472383.
O'CONNOR, person wanted to
share, pref male, close to shops, bus,
bike paths, postgrad welcome.
2485883.
PERSON, share with 1 other, 3br,
own bathroom/toilet, study, car
accom. Quiet Wanniassa Heights.
$85pw. Eddie 2487411/
2962707(h).
RESPONSIBLE, mature cple seeks
short term accom, (9 wks), Mar 9 May 9(approx). House sit or rent.
Refs avail. 2470273.
SUSSEX INLET,Sml waterfrontholiday cottage avail anytime incl. weekends 8c hols, quiet bushland setting.
2494049/2582016(ah).
YARRALUMLA, Rm in 3br hse in
pleasant location for a n/smoking
female. $75pw + share exp with 1
other female 2815418 (ah)

Secretarial
ACCURATE,
reliable
wp/
t)'pesetting, long/short docs, reas
rates, pick up and del a\'ail. Jennifer
2381081 (late aft/even)
2480621 (am).
DESKTOP PUBLISHING, thesis typing, tape transcription by exp typists
using Macs and Laser printer. Delivery avail. 2514918.
MATHEMATICAL, and text papers.

theses, etc., laser printing. Accurate
and efficient.Karen 24934123/
2963830(h).
WORDPROCESSING, professional
service (ANU grad), essays, reports,
CVs, theses, tape transcriptions, free
pick-up & del, competitive rates, ref
avail. Cynthia 288662(h).

Miscellaneous
BABY SITTER, avail in Curtin for
children between 6mths and 3yrs.
2442832(w)/2853379(h).
GARAGE SALE, Sat 21 March, 39
Quiros St, Red Hill, boys bike, car
radio, fridge, freezer, Hereke cpt
9'4x6'6, 'Jnr Comp', toys, 2495800.
GARAGE SALE, 9-6pm, Sat 14/3/
92, 59 Biffin Street, Cook.
JAPANESE, tuition, all levels, individual, $20, or groups up to 4 ($24
per group). 2498690.
LANGUAGE , in French, German,
Italian, Reasonable rates. Beginners
welcome. 2485883.
HOUSE-CLEANER, avail. Many years
exp. I prefer to do 'Green Cleaning'
(excl results!) Jenny 2513675(ah).
WILL, Griffin working in ANU back
in '60s ph Badger (02) 8762225. Request of Amiu Seanza, anyone knowing her whereabouts, please pass the
message on.

Wanted
COMPUTER, (IBM/Mac) to borrow
for honours student until end academic year. Will pay or trade typing/
editing. Rae 2493250/2474064(ah).

Arts and
Entertainment
Canberra School of Music. Sunday 15
March. ABC Live Broadcast 3, Christine
Faron, fortepiano. Clementi, Haydn,
Mozart, Kozeluh. 1.30pm- to be seated
by 1.20pm. Llewellyn Hall. Admission
free. 2495771.
Reel McCoyfilmgroup, National Film
& Sound Archive Theatre. 25 March,
Wednesday 8pm. A synthesis ofjazz,
politics, black consciousness and mysticism. Music by John Coltrane, Eric
Dolphy, Sun Ra 8c others. Info:
267l718(bh)/ 2671769(bh).
CanberraSchool of Music Community
Choir. Rehearsals for performance on
2 May of Haydn Nelson Mass and
Brahms Requiem. Held at CSM, Tuesdays, 7.30pm. Exp choristers welcome.
Inquiries Bill Hawkey 2495733.

'O week'puts students in the picture

Open Wed-Sim, 12-5pm

BY RAE FRY
MORE than 2700 new students
were introduced to the ANU
between 24 and 28 Februar)^
with a range of academic and
extra curricular activities.

Hire a Student
All types of casual and part-time work
wanted, e.g.:
Z GARDENING I CLEANING I
I TUTORING I
PARTY HELP I ETC

Market day on Wednesday 26
February drew one of the biggest
crowds ever, with more than fifty
clubs and societies jostling for
space in Union Court as well as for
new members. Other opportunities for students to orientate
themselves to the campus and its
lifestyle included concerts, informadon sessions, political events,
and introductory lectures to the
various departments and faculties.

Reliable help at Reasonable Rates
ANU STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
249 3674

ANU on Radio 2XX
'Tuesday Review'
with Peter Cotton
(every Tuesday 9.05 - 1 lam)

I n t e r v i e w s and comment
from ANU academics
Science with Kay Bamey,
Federal Politics with Ross
Peake of The Age newspaper,
and Films with Fiona
McDonald

Vice-Chancellor Professor
Laurie Nichol, Dean of Students
Dr Fyfe Bygrave and Students' Association President Ms Amanda
Chadwick formally welcomed students on Monday 24 February.
Their addresses followed a performance by traditional dancers
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from the Aboriginal Embassy at
Old Parliament House.
Later on Monday, ANU Debating Society members Mr Will De
Vere and Ms JaninaJankowski argued that Education should be expensive and exclusive in the orientation week public debate. They
were defeated by independent
ACT politician Mr Michael Moore
and former Assistant Vice-Chancellor Mr Colin Plowman.
The cost of education was also
the subject of a rally against student poverty held in Union Court
on Friday 28 February. Speakers
took the opportunity' of an open
microphone preceding the rally
to comment on a range of issues .
An open-air rock concert and
performances by the Campus
Amateur Dramatic Society ( see
picture left) joined more traditional social events, such as the
inter-hall bar crawl and the women's picnic, on the orientation
week social calendar.

ANDREW PEARSON
Treasurer, ANU Students' Association

support to students is
an essential e l e m e n t of Australia's tertiary education system.
It has played an integral part in
improving the accessibility of
postcompulsory education to students from lower socio-economic
backgrounds. Income support
schemes should remove financial
barriers to post compulsory education and ensure an adequate
standard of living to those receiving the grant.
The draft options p a p e r
AUSTUDY: A Review by Dr Bruce
Chapman considers radical reform
for Austudy which alter the philosophical base of existing income
support for students.
All Australians benefit from an
educated societ)^. Education enhances tolerance of other views
and lifestyles, a crucial requirement in Australia's multicultural
society. An educated, skilled and
adaptable workforce is also on essential element for high productive t)', especially in an era of microeconomic reform. Students should
be eligible for an income transfer
for these provision of these
spillover benefits to society.
INCOME

The report acknowledges the
existence of spillovers but it assumes a purely financial basis for
analysis of AUSTUDY reform.
A reason often cited for introducing loans system is that the
average life time earnings of a
DR BRUCE CHAPMAN

Centre for Economic Policy Research
A U S T U D Y is a scheme with the
potential to significantly affect who
gets access to tertiary education.
It is therefore important to see
whether AUSTUDY is proving to
be effective, and whether or not it
could be made better.
This is essentially what the Federal Government asked me to do
in July of last year, when I was
commissioned to write an Options
Paper for possible reform of
AUSTUDY. Basically, I set out to
answer three questions: Why do
we have AUSTUDY? How well does
AUSTUDY work? How could we
make it better?

The rationale for having student income support has perhaps
become a littie clouded over the
years, and my report is an attempt
to clarify it. I see the purpose of
AUSTUDY as an attempt to help
people overcome significant financial barriers to participation
in education. There are many students whose families have low incomes, or whose families are unwilling or unable to share their
income with them, who might not
have the finances needed to undertake higher education. In an
environment where banks do not
provide suitable help, Government
support is warranted, largely because of the benefits to society in
having a highly educated population.
One of the clearest things to
emerge from the background research, consultations and submissions to the report is that the

OPPOSING VIEWS

The future ofAUSTUDY
graduate are $300,000-$400,000
more than the average non-graduate. Students should be expected
to contribute to the cost of their
education and already do so in a
number of ways.
• Australia's progressive tax
system means that graduates pay
higher taxes. The average extra
tax paid by a graduate is far more
than the average cost of a degree.
It is also income contingent. The
more you earn the more you pay
for your education
• Since 1989 the HECS repayments have burdened all graduates. These cover approximately
20 per cent of the average cost of
a degree.
• Students also forgo earnings
and incur a time investment cost
for their degree. This cost is an
estimated $65,000 for a three year
degree.
Furthermore, employers also
benefit from accessible education.
The tertiary education system is
used as a source of educated and
productive workers. By choosing

The Opposing Views column is a regular feature in ANU Reporter where
members of the University community
who have diametrically opposite views
on a pertinent question can present
their arguments. The Editor welcomes
suggestions for future columns.

training and information costs.
A system of grants is the safest
way to ensure capable students are
not denied access to tertiary education for pecuniary reasons. The
current proposal shifts the financial burden of education costs on
to students without due consideration of the benefits derived by
industry or society from the education system.
Prior to the 1940s education
was accessible only to those who
could afford it or to those on a
limited number of bursaries covering narrow fields of study.
Gradual expansion of government
involvement culminated in the
introduction of the Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme (TEAS)
in 1973/74. TEAS complemented
the decision to abolish fees for all
tertiary institutions.

the
best
graduates
employers
are able to
mitigate
current set
of rules determining
who
gets
AUSTUDY,
and
how
much they
get,
are
overly restrictive. Littie attention
is given to:
parental or
spouse ability and will- '
ingness to
share; prospective students facing different rent obligations (e.g.
living in Sydney versus living in
Ballarat); and changes in the
availability of holiday and parttime jobs. In short, the current
arrangements are not very sensitive to the particular financial circumstances facing the disadvantaged.
So how should AUSTUDY be
reformed? The first step might be
a more realistic definition of independence. Currently students
are regarded as dependent on
their parents until the age of 25,
meaning their eligibility is decided
on the basis of family income. It is
probably the case that parents are
less likely to share resources with
their children as they get older, it
following that there are many students whose family incomes appear high, but themselves are quite
poor. I believe that the age of
independence should come down
to 21.
Second, more flexible forms of
payment to students are needed

The Eraser Government sought
to reduce the dependence on
TEAS grants. Eligibility for TEAS
was restricted and the amount fell
in real terms. More students
changed to part-time study and
there were fewer students making
the transition from compulsory to
further education.
AUSTUDY grew from the rationalisation of various education
allowances by the Hawke government. Currently AUSTUDY is the
main source of income for only
32 per cent of tertiary students It
is at a level well below the poverty
line and the dole. Eligibility requirements are arbitrary and often
non-sensical. It is in dire need of
reform.
The draft options paper acknowledges the need for dramatic
reform and seeks improved targeting, flexibility, efficiency and
choice. Income contingent loans
are considered a desirable way to
improve the equity and efficiency
of the scheme in a cost neutral
manner. We strongly disagree with
this option.
So many
of the advantages are
dependent
access
to
higher education.
One idea
currently being considered would
be to offer
students who
might qualify
a grant to be
able
to
"trade-in "
parts of the
grant for a

Dr Chapman (left) and Mr Pearson

Photo: Peter Cotton

higher level of interest-free credit.
to give individuals more choice.
To accommodate this, students
Students who therefore felt they
could be offered access to finances needed more support than the
in the form of a loan, an option for
normal assistance could take a
credit. Understanding the nature
higher amount, and only have to
of these loans is crucial.
pay it back if their income became
The most common loans are
fairly high. Choice and flexibility
those associated with banks, high
are increased and some of these
interest rates and with repayment
students would be much better
being over a set time period: they
off; as well, if students opt for the
are strongly rejected as a solution to the
credit option more resources will
current difficulties. The reason is that
eventually be released to the Govthey offer no protection for the
ernment to facilitate improveprospect of default.
ments such as reducing the age of
The form of credit supported is
independence. An alternative, but
completely different to normal
perhaps more risky notion, would
types of loans, and is known as
be
to substitute higher loans for
"income-contingent repayment".
grants
after two years of study.
This means that former students
only have to pay back if and when
their personal incomes exceed a
relatively high level, such as with
the payments of HECS - former
students with low incomes in a
given year pay back nothing. It is
this characteristic which has probably contributed to HECS having
had no adverse consequences for

Whatever eligibility rules are
constructed for AUSTUDY, there
will still be large numbers of prospective students who miss out,
but who might need some extra
support. For example, those whose
spouse might not be prepared to
assist. For such students, I have
suggested a scheme which could

on the loan conditions. Like the
HECS conditions these are essentially unpredictable political parameters. The Federal Liberal
education policy is a platform for
the introduction of full fees. How
draconian would their AUSTUDY
repayment schedules be? New
Zealand students are already face
financial barriers to education
because of the harsh loan conditions.
Loans are also to be offered as
an alternative or supplement to
the grant. The claim is that this
will be 'unambiguously superior
to the grants scheme' because of
the extra element of choice and
flexibility. There would be a direct
incentive for a government to set a
low grant to encourage greater
reliance on the loans scheme This
would restrict a r e c i p i e n t ' s
"choice" not expand them students would have to borrow.
A loans scheme would be consistent with the decision to introduce the HECS charge and 'user
pays' principles. It is however inconsistent with government social
security policy where training and
income support are provided to
the long-term u n e m p l o y e d .
Should the dole also be repayable?
Obviously, both the report and
the issues raised require more a
detailed analysis than is possible
here. The review is framed in cost
neutral terms but to meet its objectives the Austudy scheme demands greater funding. Tertiary
education has been a low priority
for too long.
be operated from the universities
and TAFE colleges with emergency
loan officers deciding the distribution of the credit. Again, it could
be repaid through the tax system
to protect those worried about
future circumstances.
Finally, the report also indicates
that many of the income tests applied to AUSTUDYcould be eased.
In particular, students on
AUSTUDY might be allowed to
earn more than the $5000 per
year they can currently receive
without their grants being reduced. The family and spouse income tests may also be too low,
and the paper suggests that these
areas be looked at.
In summary, the basis of my
paper is an attempt to produce an
AUSTUDY scheme which: offers
individual students more choice;
is more flexible; provides more
money to more students; is more
progressive; and reduces students'
dependence on their families
There are undoubtedly other
ways of achieving these aims besides the ones currently informing the final report. I am now
consulting student organisations
and others around the country,
and I would welcome any comments you might have. Please send
any ideas about r e f o r m i n g
AUSTUDY to me at the Centre for
Economic Policy Research, Research School of Social Sciences,
ANU, GPO Box 4, Canberra, ACT,
2601.
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A N U T E C H PRIZE

Give the girl another scotch
and she '11 become braver and even
wor^beautiful in front of your eyes.
Give her scotch and she'll be
thinking of that kind of boy of
hers; kind of a boy, kind of hers.
She will dial 0055, Dial.A.Man.
'Hello, I'd like a man please. Tall,
good looking, arrogant, addictive.
Someone I can torture myself
about in the weeks I don't see him.
Yes, someone who finds me addictive. Thank you. Ten to fifteen
minutes will be fine.'
The last time she saw him she
said 'I'd like to scar you, mmmph,'
as they fooled around on her best
friend's bed. He made no noise,
he said nothing - but there was a
question mark, a hesitation in
something he was busy doing with
his hands, his mouth.
'Not so much physically,' she
said, after a litde while, 'But mentally. I'd like to scar your mind.'
She spoke with the confidence
of the scotch. She wanted to leave
her mark. She already had.
'You already have,' he murmured, his lips thick with sex and
want, and beer.
That night she became the most
vulnerable. She wanted to be hurt
and she asked for bruises, expecting them. However, more than
any of the other men, this one did
not ever do as she expected.
Unpredictability. Surprise,
shock. That night she showed one
of her most secret sides, it was
nearly secret to herself. It had
seemed so natural, and men were
so often pleased to oblige, that she
had forgotten that it was really
very disturbing.
And so, through that strange
and surprising evening, she battled with her own traditions. Broke

The ANUTECH Prize is sponsored by the ANUTECH, the ANU's marketting
arm. TheANl] Reporter mllpublish this year selected entries in the Prize competition.
The winning storyjudged by a panel of three xmll receive a Macintosh Classic II and word
processing software to the value of more than $3000. Allreaders o/Reporter are invited
to submit stories. The closing date for the competition is Monday 1 June. Only stories
printed in Reporter are on the shortlist, so intending authors should get their manuscripts in as soon as possible. Manuscripts will not be returned. Stories should not have
been published previously. Maximum length: approximately 1700 words. Stories are
sent to the judges anonymously. The stones we print will not carry the name of the authors
because of thejudges' requestfor anonymity. The names of all the published authors will
be listed when the ultimate winner is announced in ANU Reporter on 9 December
1992.

some of her own rules. Broke
down; oh, just a touch.
'Why are you so self-destructive?' he asked, in the middle of
the two peaks of the evening. This
was after she had asked for bruises,
and had been refused; he had gone
limp, instantly. She was mortified
and ashamed.
It was also after her best friend's
boyfriend had climbed into bed
with them, to supposedly sleep a
heavy, drunken sleep. She was a
little nervous, and clutched her
sort of boy, tighter and tighter.
Tighter still, when she felt an
unknown third hand running tentatively over an exposed piece of
her flesh. It was the hand of her
best friend's boyfriend. She began
to shake.
Her boy removed her from the
bed. Rescued her like an angel;
just sweeping up the fragile girl in
his arms. To the couch, in the cold
loungeroom, next to the coffee
table littered with empty and halffilled botdes of spirits, empty cans
of Vic Bitter.
They talked, as they always did
with such beautiful ease. But she
felt frightened as she heard what
was coming out of her mouth. She
was telling him things that she
hadn't told herself. It was against
all the rules of staying cool and
being safe; against the steps for

Crauford honoured in scholarship
A new Australian G o v e r n m e n t
scholarship scheme for overseas students has b e e n n a m e d
after the f o r m e r Vice-Chancellor a n d Chancellor of the
ANU, Sir J o h n Crawford.
The scheme, to be known as
the John Crawford Scholarship
Scheme, replaces the Equity and
MeritScholarship Scheme (EMSS)
which had its last intake in this
year.
Like the EMSS scheme, the
John Crawford Scholarship will be
funded by the Australian International Development Assistance
Bureau (AIDAB).
JCSS will provide scholarships
to overseas students to study at
undergraduate and graduate level
in an Australian university.
Students must be from a country which has signed an agreement
to participate in the scholarship
scheme: participating countries
include those in the regions of
North, South and South-East Asia,
the South Pacific, the Indian
Ocean and Africa.
SirJohn Crawford had an abiding interest in Asia and the Pacific
and in Australia's relationship with
these regions and is remembered

30 years upfor Heather

for his contribution to many important regional initiatives.
.He also took a keen interest in
the formation of the AustralianAsian Universitities cooperation
Scheme, now known as the International Development Program,
the body now responsible for promoting the Chrawford Scheme
through its Australian Education
Centres.
Sir John was closely associated
with the ANU from its earliest
planning stages.
He later held senior posts within
the University including Professor of Economics, Director of the
Research School of Pacific Studies, Vice Chancellor and Chancellor.
Professor Deane Terrell,
Deputy Vice-Chancellor of the
ANU said that it was fitting that Sir
John be recognised by a scholarship scheme which encompassed
much of what he believed in and
worked tirelessly to achieve.
Further information: Ms Helen
Simmons, International Education Office, ANU ph. (06) 249
4643 or the Assistant Registrar,
(06 ) 249 5949.
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success and triumph.
She promised him what she
wasn't ready to give; she promised
no pretence, against her own will.
But he had away of seeing through.
His stroking hand over her body,
gende, gently, cut through her
tattooed cynicism.
She was forced to break one of
her most private laws of life: 'Don't
let them ever, really, touch your
heart.'
She broke another rule and
went back the next morning. She
told the boys she'd come back for
the rest of her scotch. (Laughed,
when she saw the botde. There
was hardly any worth coming back
for.)
But she slipped into her best
friend's bedroom, found her lost
jewellery, sHpped out into the toobright morning; after kissing the
boy shyly on the nose. 'Hello, goodbye. I just wanted to say, thanks for
last night,' she whispered, as he
was just waking up.
One time she had told him,
boldly, 'I think I'm in lust with
you.' After that time, she didn't
hear from him in weeks.
This time though, she had
learnt enough not to think of her
mistakes. She waited to hear from
him. The phonecall would come.

Who wrote it?
'What is this?' I asked, holding up a
glove.
'May I examine it?' he asked,
and, taking it from me, he proceeded to examine it as he had
examined the geometrical shapes.
'A continuous surface,' he ann o u n c e d at last, 'infolded on itself.
It appears to have' — he hesitated
— 'five outpouchings, if this is the
word.'
'Yes,' I said cautiously. 'You have
given me a description. Now tell
me what it is.'

In these days of high unemployment Heather Mann is a fine example of someone who gets a job and
sticks with it. On 1 February this year, Heather completed 30 unbroken years at the ANU. Heather,
now in the Graduate Affairs Section, started off in Central Records and spent most of her time at the
University in the Coombs Building.

AIDS T-shirt/poster launched
A poster a n d T-shirt aimed at
increasing awareness of the
problems of HIV/AIDS and the
dangers of engaging in at-risk
behaviour was launched last
week at the ANU.
The poster (pictured right) and
T-shirt will be available on the
campuses of the three post secondary educational institutions in
the ACT, the ANU, the University
of Canberra and the TAFE. The
three institutions have worked together to establish a Campuses
AIDS Working Party and to appoint a Campuses AIDS Worker,
Ms Jane Keany.
The design of the poster and Tshirt results from an initiative of
the Campuses Aids Working Party
and is an example of what can be
achieved when the three institutions recognise that they have a
common problem and seekjointly
to find a solution.
The Campuses AIDS Working
Party has directed its activities to-

wards educational programs for
their communities.
The poster was designed by
Louise Jensen, a student who attends both TAFE and the Institute
of the Arts, which is now part of
the ANU.
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'A container of some sort?'
'Yes,' I said, 'and what would it
contain?'
'It would contain its contents!'
said Dr P, with a laugh. 'There are
many possibilities. It could be a
change-purse, for example, for
coins of five sizes. It could...'
I interrupted the barmy flow.
'Does it not look familiar? Do you
think it might contain, might fit, a
part of your body?'
N o light of recognition dawned
on his face.'

Every Friday night from 5.30pm
Complimentary glass of
champagne
Live band
Enjoy a variety of Asian cuisine
(no msg)
Eat as much as you like

We had 7 correct entries in our last
competition. The winner of a $60
jackpot in goods and services from
University House was Dr Johathan
Unger from the Contemporary China
Centre (His name was drawn from a
hat). He correctly identified the
writer as Italian-American anarchist
Bartolomeo Vanzetti. To be in the
running for a $30 voucher, identify
the writer of the above passage.

Only $7 for members
$10 for general public
Enquiries and bookings - 249 2004 or 249 6013

BOOKS AND ARTS

The (good) Book
that touched us all
The Bible

Stephen P r i c k e t t a n d R o b e r t
Barnes
Landmarks of World
Literature Cambridge University
Press Cambridge 1991 pp i - xii,
1 - 1 4 L $ 16.95.
BY A

H

JOHNS*

IN welcoming this volume in
the series Landmarks of World
Literature, one is uncertain
whether to be more pleased
that the Bible has made it as
33rd in a series which includes
Homer: The Odyssey,
Don Quixote, and Hardy: Tess of
the
dVrberuilles, or that two
ANU s c h o l a r s ,
Stephen
Prickett (now Regius Professor of English at Glasgow) and
Robert Barnes, Senior Lecturer
in Classics, are its authors.
Comprising barely 141 pages
of text, it sets itself a mission impossible: an account of the Bible,
and its role in the flowering of
English literature, a role so intimate, that, as the authors say, the
development of English Literature
'can sometimes seem little more
than an extended commentary on
the one Book', (p. 133).
Of course, the great Biblical
themes of Creation and Fall, of
Sin and Redemption, of the
Kingdom of God and the Messiah,
of Death and Resurrection and
the treasury of stories by which
they are illustrated, have been
perceived and experienced in a
variety of ways at all levels of society and spirituality. They have been
encountered and absorbed not
only from the pages of the Book,
but through the oral tradition of
retellings in poetry and prose; in
painting, sculpture, music and
drama. Such art forms have diffused the multiple reference
points that established the presence of the Book in the European
tradition.
Undertaking such an enterprise
is almost sufficient to comince (the
F^PERMOON and STAGE PnxUictioiis
in assodaUon with the Arts Centre ANU present
WCHAID fUBUI-S tnuidation of

protean character of this word in
the Authorized Version'iselucidated
on. p. 122) the authors of lunacy.
A hostile reception from some
quarters is predictable. At a popular level, almost everyone thinks
he/she knows what the Bible is,
and no one else does, least of all
anyone writing a book about it. At
the academic level, scholarly
theories shift like quicksilver, and
any attempt to trace these shifting
patterns may be misunderstood if
not misrepresented.
Their approach is humanistic.
It makes no concessions to the
Faith traditions of Judaism or
Christianity. In prose as urbane as
it is lucid, they give an account of
the compilation of the Bible and
the content and character of the
individual books of which it is
composed. They take into their
purview the various approaches to
the study and interpretation of
the Book over the centuries, and
provide the reader with a good
general picture of the emphases
in present day scholarship.
They present the 'four source'
(EJ,D,P) analysis of the Pentateuch by Wellhausen in the late
19th century (p.99), and show how
a clearer understanding of the
background of the Bible suggests
that those features taken by form
critics as evidence of textual
emendation and collation may
well be the product of a conscious
use of rhetorical techniques. By
way of example, they draw attention to Josipovici's argument that
an episode such as that of Tamar
and Judah in the story of Joseph,
which appears to be an interpolation if seen solely in the framework
of that story, has a logical and
indeed apposite place in the wider
framework of the story of Jacob.
Of special value to the general
reader is the warning that allegorical figural and typological
modes of reading the Bible - one
could say the same of the Qur'an co-existed with the literal, often
enjoying a higher status than it,
and that the idea of an exclusive
literal meaning in a text is an es-
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sentially modern one (pp.88-89).
Such conventions of realism have
to a great degree impoverished
our appreciation of older, possibly
more authentic ways of understanding the Bible - at least ways
closer by far to it in time than our
own age.
Delightful is their account of
the various theories of translation
that midwifed the Bible in English
from the appearance of the Authorised Version to Good News for
Modem Man and beyond. Noting
that the Authorised Version was
prepared by a committee, they
draw attention to one of the
principles applied by that committee, the preservation of ambiguities in original text, quodng a
certain John Boyes of Cambridge:
'We have not thought that the
indefinite ought to be defined'
(p. 121). Their account of the
achievement of the committee
includes the beautiful throw-away
line: 'If the camel is a horse designed by a committee, then the
Authorized Version is the ultimate
camel'! (p. 120)

The amount of information
that the authors present, with such
an engaging charm, innocent of
bias and special pleading, is staggering. In so doing they keep to
their humanistic brief so well, that
the insoluble paradox is again
unwittingly highlighted: How
much there is in the Bible that is
human: in its composition, collection, preservation, transmission,
and the stories it tells. Yet, for
millennia peoples beyond counting have found implicit in its pages
the presence and power ofYahweh,
the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.
'^ProfessorJohns is aformerDean ofthe
Faculty of Asian Studies

Negus and Garner at
Literary Lunches
The guest at the 14 March ANU
Convocation - The Canberra
Times Literary Luncheon will be
journalist and author George
Negus. He will launch his book
Across the Red Unknown: A journey
through the new Russia.
Mr Negus' epic trek last year
across 13,500 km of the former
Soviet Union is chronicled in Across
the Red Unknown.
Helen Garner will speak about
her new book (her first for seven
years) Cosmo Cosmolino on Thursday 19 March at 12.30 pm
'One of the finest, and most modest, of stylists writing in English.
She is as meticulously and affecdonately obsessive in her concerns as was Jane Austen'. (Don
Anderson, National Times)
For bookings: please phone
(06) 249-4144.

ANU's Misanthrope ^extraordinary'

BY J A N E

DARGAVILLE

THE delightful production of Moliere's
The Misanthrope, running at the ANU
Arts Centre until Saturday (14 March),
is another coup for the ANU's Drama
Program, and in particular its recendy
appointed head, Dr Geoffrey Borny.
The University's Drama Program
has been established in the Faculty of
Arts only in the last few years.
Geoffrey Borny's ability as a director and actor was established early with
his highly successful production of A
Streetcar Named Desire 2it the Arts Centre
last October.
The Misanthrope, Moliere's comic
farce about life and love in the French
Court of Louis XIV, played to a near
full house on its opening night last
Wednesday.
Local professional actor Phil
Roberts' portrayal of the dismal Alceste

Arts Comment
have A r t h u r Boyd,
Sidney Nolan, J o h n Perceval,
Oan Senbergs, Bea Maddock
and Keith Looby in common?

W H A T

All of them have made a major contribudon to the visual arts
in Australia and all of them at
one stage in their careers were
Australian Nadonal University
Creative Arts Fellows.
The ANU established its system of Creative Arts Fellowships
about 25 years ago. The terms
under which the fellowships were
awarded were left fairly open and
the word 'arts' was interpreted
very broadly to include musicians, writers and poets, as well as
people working in the visual arts.
The galaxy of creative talent
attracted to the University included the writer Xavier Herbert,
the poet Judith Wright and the
music legend Don Burrows.
In most cases the University
provided a rather modest stipend, a contribudon towards the
cost of the raw materials, a studio
and facilides in which the work
could be carried out. In exchange, the ardsts made a dis-

was matched by second-year ANU Arts
student Annette Taylor's delightful
interpretation of his uncertain lover,
Celimene.
The performances of drama students Anne-Louise Rentell, who played
Eliante, Matt Holmes as Philinte, and
Craig Hoogendoorn, as Acaste, were
extraordinarily refreshing.
T h e talent of Anne-Louise, Matt
and Craig as revealed in The Misanthrope shoves the real potential we have
in our Drama Program at the ANU,'
says Dr Borny.
The Drama Program has established its own production company,
called Papermoon.
Papermoon will join forces with
Stage and the ANU Arts Centre again
later this month (27 March) to bring
to Canberra theatre lovers a production of Equus.

cernible impact on the cultural
life of the University community,
as well as building up for the
University, a national and internadonal reputadon as a place
which fostered a living tradidon
of creative arts.
Exhibidons of work created
during their periods of residence,
open studios, poetry readings and
concerts, all gave campus life a
richness which went beyond academic learning. Also, directly and
indirectly, the system contributed
to the growth of the University
art collection. In short, in return
for a relatively modest ouday, we
received an enormously rich dividend.
Although
times
may
beeconomically tough and
shrinking budgets, heavy workloads and a leaner administrative
structure may not be conducive
to spending money on the arts.
Creative Arts Fellowships must
not be a casualty and need to be
revived.
When the scars of the present
recession are viewed in retrospect, let it be said that in the
nineties we were still a clever,
creative country, despite lacking
a clever government.
— ScLsha Grishin.
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Diary entries for the next
issue close at 5pm on
Monday 16 March, and
will be for the period 30
March to 12 April inclusive. Please assist by submitting ALL diary entries
on the forms available
from University Public
Relations. Forms detailiM academic diary cutotts and classified deadlines for 1992 are available from Public Relations or by phoning
x2106.
MONDAY 16 MARCH
Political Science program, RSSS,
Sem. Dr Carol Bacchi, 'The
Equality Myth: Gender Relations
in Sweden'. 4pm. Sem Rm D,
Coombs Bldg.
TUESDAY 17 MARCH
Division of Pacific & Asian History, Prehistroy 8c Anthropology,
RSPacS Sem. Professor J o o p
Goudsblom, 'Fire and Civilisation'.
2pm. Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg.
Demography Program Research
School of Social Sciences Sem.
T Charles Price, 'Religion and
Ancestry in Australia - A Demographic Survey'. 3.30pm - 5pm.
Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
Research School of Earth Sciences Sem. Dr Bruce Taylor, 'Hydrogen isotope fractionation
during magma degassing and the
identity of magmatic water in
hydrothermal systems'. 4pm.
Jaeger Bldg, Research School of
Earth Sciences.
WEDNESDAY 18 MARCH
Department of Anthropology, Department of Prehistory 8c Anthropology, RSPacS 8c Faculty of Arts
Sem. Michael Holquist, 'Utopian
recapitulations: tiie chronotope of
nationalist narrative'. 9.30am. Sem
RmC, Coombs Bldg.
Inorganic Chemistry, Research
School of ChemistiySem. Dr David
Humphrey, 'Synthesis and redox
transformations of halidebridged
I diosmiumcomplexes'. 1 lam. Rm

134, Research School of Chemistry.
Division of Botany and Zoology, School of Life Sciences,
Faculty of Science Sem. Rosemary Markham, 'Orang utang
husbandry: Applying lessons
from the wild to the zoos'. 4pm.
Sem Rm, Botany and Zoology
Bldg.
Linguistics, The Faculties Sem.
Professor M Sugitou, 'On the
role of pauses and production
and perception of discourse in
Japanese'. 4pm. John Dedman
BJdg Rm G21.
Graduate School Forum. Professor Di Yerbury, 'Women in
Academia'. 8pm. University
House, Common Rm.
THURSDAY 19 MARCH
Organic Chemistry, Research
School of ChemistiySem. Mr Ian
James, 'Intramolecular Homolytic
Additions to Carbonyl and Nitrile
Groups'. 1 lam. Rm 134, Research
School of Chemistry.
Biogeography &Geomorphology,
Research School of Pacific Studies Sem. Dr David Green, 'Flowers fires and fractals - simulations
of connectivity in ecological syst e m s ' . 11am. Sem Rm C,
Coombs Bldg.
National Centre for Epidemiology and Health Sem. Dr
Yoland Wadsworth, 'Doing
Community - bases research'.
1pm. NCEPH Sem Rm CIO.
Australian Institute of Aboriginal 8c Torres Strait Islander
Studies Sem. Robert Levitus, '
Investigating coronation Hill:
Research, Consultation and
Contradiction' 2.30- 4.00pm.
Macintosh Rm, Aiatsis, Action
House, Acton.
Sociology, Research School of
Social Science Sem. J a n e
Marceau, 'Will the Souffle Rise?
Analyzing Business Recipes in
Australia'. 4pm. Sem Rm E,
Coombs Bldg.
Research School of Earth Sciences Sem. Dr Ann Chopelas,
'Non-quenchable phase changes
in mantie minerals observed by

Raman Spectroscopy'. 4pm.
Sem Rm Jaeger Bldg, Research
School of Earth Sciences.
FRIDAY 20 MARCH
Political Science Program, Research School of Social Sciences
Sem. Professor Sheila Fitzpatrick,
' Stalinism and the Russian Peasant'.
1 lam. Sem Rm A, Coombs Blc%.
Physical 8c Theoretical Chemistiy, Research School of Chemistry
Sem. Dr Irina Talanina, TVR in
ring molecules witii Fermi resonance'. 11am. Rm 134, Research
School of Chemistry.
Australian-Japan Research Centre, Research School of Pacific
Studies Sem. Roger Farrell,
'Japanese direct investment in
overseas property: some conceptual issues'. 12.30pm. Sem
Rm 2, Crawford Bldg.
Public Policy Program, Faculty
of Arts Sem. Dr Deborah
Mitchell, 'The Australian Welfare State:How Australia Compares'. 5.30pm-7pm. Law Lecture Theatre.
MONDAY 23 MARCH
CRES Sem. Professor Mark
TwedWkale, TVlan^ing the ria® of
hazaidousindustiy'. 12.30pm CRES
Sem Rm, 5th £1, Hancock Bldg.
Division of Botany 8c Zoology,
School of Life Sciencs, Faculty
of Science Sem. Helen Crowley,
'The Marvels of Madagascar'.
12.30pm. Sem Rm, Botany &
Zoology Bldg.
Australian-JapanResearch Centre,
Research School of Pacific Studies Sem. Professors Tamio Amau
8c Daiichi Ito, 'Japanese issues in
domestic 8c foreign polities'.
12.30pm. Law Lecture Theatre.
English Department, Faculty of
Arts Sem. Professor M. Alexander, 'The Cult of Anglo-Saxon
and the Literary C a n o n ' .
12noon. Humanities Research
Centre, A D Hope Bldg.
linguistics. The Faculties Sem.
Professor Manfreid Gorlach, 'Innovations in New Englishes'. 2pm.
John Dedman Bldg, Rm 2135.
History Program, Division of

Historical Studies, Research
School of Social Sciences
Sem. Frank B o n g i o r n o ,
'Labor and Politics in Victoria 1890-1910'. 3^.30pm. Mills
Rm, Chancelry.
TUESDAY 24 MARCH
Physical 8c Theoretical Chemistry, Research School of
Chemsitry Sem. Professor Sir
John MeurigThomas, 'Uniform
heterogeneous Catalysts:Recent
Advances'. 11am. Research
School of Chemistry Lecture
Theatre.
CRES Sem. Professor Richard
Foreman, 'Ecologically optimum landscape c h a n g e ' .
12.30pm CRES Sem Rm, 5th
fl, Hancock Bldg.
Division of Pacific 8c Asian
History, Research School of
Pacific
Studies
Sem.
Josephine Fox, 'The labour
market in Republican Chinaaccess to work'. 2pm. Sem Rm
C, Coombs Bldg.
DemographyProgramResearch
School of Social Sciences Sem.
Professor Bal Kumar, 'Migration
and Urbanization in Nepal'.
3.30pm -5pm. Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg.
Political Science Program, Research School of Social Science Sem. Dr Don Rawson,
'Unionism 8c the 'so called
middle class': thoughts from
the Whitlam era'. 4pm. Sem
Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Society for International Development/Australian Development Studies Network Sem.
Paul Ekins, 'A New World Order: For Whom?'. 7.45pm.
Haydon-AUen Lecture Theatre.
WEDNESDAY 25 MARCH
DepartmentofAnthropology/Department of Prehistoiy and Anthropology, Research School of
Pacific Studies and Faculty of
Arts Sem. Cecilia Ng, 'Dressing
fortheoccasion: ananalysisofthe
use of ceremonial costume in a
Minangkabau vill^e'. 9.30am.
Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg.

Inorganic Chemistry, Research
School of Chemistry Sem. Dr
MikeKe, 'NewOrtho-Metallated
Complexes'. 11am. Rm 134, Research School of Chemistry.
CRES Sem. Paul Ekins, 'Reallife economics:understanding
wealth Reation'. 12.30pm. CRES
Sem Rm, 5th fl, Hancock Bldg.
Division of Botany 8c Zoology,
School of life Sciences, Faculty
of Science Sem. Raoul Mulder,
'Philandering in Faiiy-Wrens: Sex,
lies and Autoradiographs'. 4pm.
Sem Rm, Botany & Zoology Bldg.
Research School of Chemistry.
A J Birch Lecture. Professor Sir
John MeurigThomas FRS, 'New
V Catalysts for a Clean Environment'. 8pm. Research School of
Chemistry Lecture Theatre.
THURSDAY 26 MARCH
Biogeography 8c Geomorphology,
Research School of Pacific Studies
Sem. Dr J o h n Ogden, 'Late
Pleistocene vegetation and climate
in the far north of New Zealand'.
1 lam. Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg.
National Centre for Epidemiology and Health Sem. Dr Carmel
Martin, 'The analysis of General
Practice (Health Care Provider)
consultations - A discussion of
Methodological approaches'.
12.30pm. NCEPH Sem Rm (CIO).
Australian Institute of Aboriginal 8c Torres Strait Islander Studies Sem. Dr Stephen G Baines,
'Government Indigenist Policy
and the Waimiri-Arroari: Directed Self-Determination'.
2.30pm - 4pm. Macintosh Rm,
AIATSIS, Action House, Acton.
Sociology, The Faculties Sem. Dr
Desley Deacon, 'Hot ice: Positivism & Feminism in the Work of
Elsie Clews Parsons'. 4pm.
Haydon Allen Bldg, Rm 2095.
Research School of Earth Sciences
Sem. DrSueKesson, 'Partitioning of
MgO, FeO, NiO, MnO & Cr203
between perovskite & magnesiowustite: implications for the origin of
inclusions in diamonds and the
compostion of the Lower Mantie'.
4pm. Sem Rmjaeger Bldg, Research
School of Earth Sciences.

FRIDAY 27 MARCH
Economic History, Research
School of Social Science 8c The
Faculties Sem ProfessorGary Cross,
'Time and money: tiieoretical and
policy implications, 1900-1940'.
1 lam. Sem Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Physical 8c Theoretical Chemistry, Research School of Chemistry Sem. Professor Robert G
Gilbert, 'Diffusion controlled
processes in free radical polymerization'. 11am. Rm 134, Research School of Chemistry.
Contemporary China Centre Research School of Pacific Studies
Sem. Dr Jonatiian Unger, 'Rich
Man, Poor M2in:Socio-Economic
Trends and the Making of New Classes
intheChzneses Countryside. 12.30pm.
Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
Department of Classics, Faculty
of Arts Sem. Professor B Ridgway,
'Sculpture as Archaeological Evidence'. 3.30pm. Humanities Research Centre, A.D. Hope Bldg.

Visitors
Professor Thomas McFarland.
Princeton University. Visiting
Fellow to Humanities Research
Centre. Until end of April. Interests: English Romantic Literature. X0596.
Professor Roy MacLeod. University of Sydney. Visiting Professor, History of Ideas Program,
History Department, Research
School of Social Science. Until
December 1992. Interests: cultural history of science, medicine and technology; military
history; history of higher education.2493265/2492343.

Awards
R J W Le Feire Memorial Prize
'92.The Prize shall be awarded to a
sdentistnotover the age of36yearsfor
distinguished basic research in Chemistry,
particularly
physical
chemistry.Inquiries: (06) 2475777
Qoses on 22/5/92.
ANU PRESS (Providing a contact
point for authors wishing to publish tertiary textbooks). Submission
ofmanuscripts is invitedfrom interested Autiiors. Inquires: 249 2 8 1 2 . ^

VISITOR'S VIEW
b e i n g the p e o p l e who d o the reBY PETER WEST*

search. T h e strength o f the d e b a t e
o n masculinity can b e j u d g e d by a

Feminism is hardly a new subject on the university campus.
My own h o m e institution, t h e
University o f W e s t e r n Sydney, has
a W o m e n ' s Studies C e n t r e which

B i b l i o g r a p h y which a c o l l e a g u e ,
M i c h a e l F l o o d , a n d I are preparing. It runs already to over 2 0 pages.
W h a t kind o f a r g u m e n t s are
b e i n g run by those who study m e n ?

VISITOR'S VIEW is a regular feature in
theJ^\] Reporter. Each year the ANU
has hundreds of academic visitorsfrom
around the world and from Australian
universities. (The November 1991 edition of the publication Visitors listed
191 academics visiting the ANU for
the quarter. Melbourne University had
the next biggest number of visitors: 60.)

T h e rules allow m e n o n the

ety thus h a d a stark di\ision be-

football field o r in wrestling to b e

tween the sexes, with n o t h i n g at

close a n d i n d m a t e with o t h e r m e n

all ambiguous.

w i t h o u t b e i n g a t t a c k e d as u n manly.

Gender

relationships

did

c h a n g e when the world wars galva-

W h i l e o n c a m p u s at the Hu-

nised the whole o f society, a n d

manides Research Centre, ANU, I

w o m e n c a m e i n t o the workforce

am exploring

in large n u m b e r s . B u t it sdll seems

masculinity

by

p r o d u c e s a g r e a t deal o f r e s e a r c h

It is i m p o r t a n t to realise that t h e r e

studying how boys grew up in a

true that life in a c o u n t r y town was

is a wide diversity o f p e o p l e saying

o n various aspects o f the lives o f

c o u n t r y town - P e n r i t h , N S W . I

extraordinarily stereotyped

a whole r a n g e o f things. S o m e ,

b e g i n my study in the p e r i o d o f

terms o f sex roles. It d o e s n ' t s e e m

w o m e n . G e n d e r issues will always

such as R o b e r t Bly in the Ameri-

c r e a t e h e a t e d d e b a t e , f o r we can-

can success story. Iron John,

n o t leave o u r sexual anxieties aside

that m e n n e e d to g e t s o m e h o w

w h e n we d o o u r t e a c h i n g a n d re-

tougher.

argue

T h e Australian m a t e s h i p e t h o s
may b e seen as a kind o f alliance
a m o n g aggressors. Masculinity is
e x p r e s s e d in a set o f rules which
tell m e n what to do, a n d m e n feel
safer f o r b e i n g able to stay within

in

1 9 0 0 a n d I have nearly r e a c h e d

very d i f f e r e n t f r o m t h e films b e i n g

the 1960s. I have b e e n working

shown at the time: T a r z a n sweeps

mainly by m e a n s o f interviewing

down f r o m the trees, o r Errol Flynn

o l d d m e r s a b o u t their c h i l d h o o d ,
a n d r e a d i n g the local newspapers.

stars in They Died with Their Boots
On.

search. As I write, C a n b e r r a is abuzz

T h i s has its followers in the

with d e b a t e a b o u t the o r d i n a d o n

A m e r i c a n c a m p s in the woods with

o f w o m e n , a n d the slogan has b e e n

spear throwing a n d suchlike. Any

O n e football player who caused

c o i n e d that you d o n ' t n e e d a pe-

new m o v e m e n t has its extremists,

paralysis in a n o t h e r player said: 'I

nis to stand u p in f r o n t o f a c o n -

a n d they m a k e it easy f o r cridcs.

j u s t did what I was supposed to do.

R e m e m b e r how feminists used to

As l o n g as the guy's o n the football

c o n f o r m . M e n worked all week,

t h e i r feelings a b o u t growing up as

gregation.

generally o n the railways o r o n the

a m a n ? D o they say it was all easy,

b e ridiculed as bra-burners!

field, y o u ' r e supposed to hit h i m ' .

farm, a n d s p e n t the w e e k e n d play-

T h e d e b a t e o n f e m i n i s m went
o n t h r o u g h the sixties a n d seven-

the rules.

T h e r e s e a r c h g o e s as follows.

It is now b e c o m i n g c l e a r that

des, with litde b e i n g h e a r d f r o m

M e n are supposed to b e physically

m e n suffer a lot o f pain b e c a u s e o f

W h a t have we f o u n d so far? In

C a n we honestly believe that

a c o u n t r y town w h e r e everyone

this was the way p e o p l e lived? How

knew your business, you h a d to

d o m e n explain t h e i r lives, a n d

ing football o r cricket.
Boys worked outside,

girls

m e n e x c e p t a kind o f hurt, d e f e n -

strong, are c o n c e r n e d with their

all the rules which prevent t h e m

worked inside, as o n e o f o u r in-

sive r e a c t i o n . B u t in the eighties

p e r f o r m a n c e in b e d a n d o n the

f r o m acting in caring ways, a n d

terviewees put it. W o m e n a n d girls

a n d n i n e t i e s m e n have b e c o m e

football field, a n d have to b e ag-

stop t h e m f r o m expressing their

h a d t h e i r own fun sitdng a r o u n d

the s u b j e c t o f r e s e a r c h , instead o f

gressive towards o t h e r m e n .

natural affections.

talking, sewing, o r gossiping. Soci-
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o r d o they express t h e i r hurt a n d
pain? W h a t d o w o m e n say a b o u t
t h e i r boyfriends a n d brothers?

^Dr West teaches history at the University of Western Sydney. He is presently
a visiting scholar at the Humanities
Research Centre at the ANU

Childcare
phone-in
A national phone-in is being held
this week to gather information
about the adequacy of childcare
for university staff and students.
Callers will be asked how many
children they have, what kind of
childcare they need and whether
they are getting it, how much they
pay for childcare, whether long
waiting lists exist for care, and
whether they have any grievances
with the childcare available to
them.
The line will be open between
9am and 5pm from Tuesday 10
March to Thursday 12 March, ph
(008) 802 013. The phone-in is
being conducted by the Women's
Department of the National Union
of Students.

Help
needed for
disabled
There are a number of students
on campus who because of a condition that impairs their ability to
write need the help of a typist to
write up their assignments.
The Disability Adviser is seeking to establish a pool of volunteers willing to assist these students. Word processing facilities
are available.
If you would like to help these
students please phone and leave
your name with:
Margaret Miller
University Health Service
Ph: 249 3598

AUSTRALIAN
O N A L UNIV[

The John Crawford
Scholarship Scheme
The Australian National University (ANU) is pleased to
invite applications for the John Crawford Scholarship

Scheme (jcss).
The JCSS is a new Australian Government scholarship
scheme commencing in 1993 to encourage overseas
students to study in Australia.

SIR JOHN CRAWFORD A N D A N U
Emeritus Professor Sir John Crawford was closely involved
with the ANU from its earliest planning and establishment
in 1946 until his retirement, occupying senior posts within
the University including Professor of Economics, Director
of the Research School of Pacific Studies, Vice-Chancellor
and Chancellor.

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
• Australia's national university
• offers a range of courses at undergraduate
and graduate level
• one of Australia's leading research universities
• located in the national capital, Canberra.

DETAILS OF THE JOHN CRAWFORD
SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME
• All scholarships cover tuition fees; sonie provide
additional benefits.
• Scholarships are provided at undergraduate and
postgraduate level, although in some countries scholarships
may be limited to study at either postgraduate or
undergraduate level.

FURTHER

DETAILS

Application process

Students should enquire at the Austrolian Diplomatic Mission or Austrolian Education Centre in
their home country.
Further enquiries can be addressed to

The Registrar, The Australian National University, GPO Box 4, Canberra A Q 2601 AUSTRALIA
PLEASE NOTE:

applicants for research degrees are encouraged to submit a separate application

directly to the ANU as soon as possible.
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Rughy internationals at ANU
BY ANDREW HOWE

THE ANU Rugby Union Club
has had a big boost this season
with several international
players joining their ranks,
and a new coaching coordinator overseeing all six
teams.
Former Tongan Captain and
international Maliepo Toma, is
an exciting addition to the ANU
team. Mr Toma is completing a
Masters in Development Administradon at the University. He has
worked well in the pre-season
training and trials, and will provide much strength as a breakaway or in the centres. He brings
with him another two Tongan
players and they join another
former Tongan international,
Falamani Mafi (seen in action,
right), who played for ANU last
year and was selected for the ACT
representative team and the ACT
Seven's.
Two other players are returning f r o m overseas. Andrew
Bullpin was playing for Caen in
France has returned to complete
a Chemistry PhD. Another addidon to the ANU rugby strength is
Advi Hamit who is tutoring at
Ursula College after playing in
England and Canada for the past
two years.
Brock Cambourne returns to
the club this year as the new
coaching co-ordinator. Mr
Cambourne was first grade coach

in 1990, and makes a welcome
return, overseeing the club's six
teams who play in the four grades
of the ACT Rugby Union competition, the Colts (under 21) competition and the Monaro league.
With the new internationals and
Mr Cambourne at the helm, the
team is expecting big things in the
ACT Competition this year. Last
year ANU finished fifth in the Club
Championship. The Championship was determined by the combined results of the top four grades.
This year the Championship
has expanded to include the Colts
competition which will favour the
ANU as they have traditionally had
a strong Colts team.
The season begins with the first

game on the 26 April, although a
pre-season knockout competition
gets underway on 19 March. The
club has been training since December, and recently hosted a
tournament for visitors from the
University of New South Wales
and
the University of
Wollongong.
As a university team, the ANU
rates as third best in Australia
behind Sydney and Queensland
Universities. On a tour to the
United States and the United
Kingdom in 1990-91, ANU won
five out of six games against other
university sides. Plans for another
tour in 1993-94 are currently
underway, with destinations such
as Eastern Europe or South Africa under consideration.

At least 5 ANU cricket teams set for finals
With one game left in the
ACT Cricket season, up to
seven of the eight ANU
cricket teams may make the
semi-fmals.
Of the six grades in the competition, ANU looks set to play
in the finals in first, second,
fourth, fifth and sixth grade, with
the possibility of the third grade
and a second sixth grade team

AITEA Meeting
The ACT Branch of the Australasian Institute of Tertiary Education Administrators held its Annual General Meeting on 3 March
at the Reid Campus of TAFE.
The Guest Speaker, Mr Philip Selth,
Pro Vice-Chancellor of the ANU, discussed the broad question of public
sector administration and its relevance
to the administration of tertiary institutions.
The 1992 Executive Committee was
elected. It consists of: Mr Giles
Pickford, President (ANU), Mr John
Ellis, Immediate Past President (UC),
Ms Clare White, Vice-President (UC),
Mr Warwick Williams Vice-President
(ANU), Ms Jenny Coggins, Secretary
(UC), Ms Pauline Hore, Treasurer
(ANU), Committee Members, Ms
Louise Elliott (UC), Ms Trish
Middleton (ADFA), Ms Margaret
Ziersch (ANU ITA), Ms H e l e n
Simmons (ANU).
There are sdll two vacancies on the
Committee and interested people
should ring Giles Pickford on 249 0794.

also making the finals.
The first grade team are currently placed second behind competition favourites Queanbeyan.
Club spokesman Peter Foley
said that the second and fourth
grade competitions would be too
close to call, but in fifth grade
ANU were currently on top and
favoured to win.
The success in all grades could
see ANU finish second in the

overall club championship. The
title will probably go to
Queanbeyan due to their
strength in first and second
grades.
During the season ANU were
also runners up in both the Veterans' competition and the Twilight competition.
Last season ANU finished fifth
overall, having only three teams
make the finals.

Community Choir

Deadlines

Canberra School of Music Community Choir wants experienced
choristers for its current rehearsals for performances of the Haydn
Nelson mass and Brahms Requiem
on May 2. Inquiries to Bill Hawkey
on 249 5733.

The deadline for the next edition of
ANU Reporter is 16 March.
Anyone wishing to have entries in
Academic Diary, Classifieds, or letters
to the Editor should get their material
to the Reporter Office by 5pm on that
date. Fax: (06) 2495568

OPTOMEWST
Pino & Langley^op«»
Contact lens Practitlonep
Bulk Billed
Suite 4
Union Building
ANU

Hours 9-5
Ph: 247 2030
fop appointment
(nexttoNewsagency)
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A D FINITUM

The examiners examined

BY PETER L O G U E

CoNsroER the following comments: 'I have not enjoyed
reading this thesis... I found
the text (included) tedious
repetition,
loquacity,
tendentiousness...and wild assertions...'
And: T h e thesis is well set out
and easy to read. The English is
clear and lucid and the presentation relatively free of typographical and other errors.'
They would be unexceptionable had they not been made by
two examiners of the same PhD
thesis.
The comments are used by Dr
Hank Nelson, Senior Fellow in
Pacific and South East Asian History at the Research School of
Pacific Studies, to illustrate the
often disastrous disagreement
between the appointed examiners of doctoral theses.
These unnerving discrepancies
were uncovered during research
on PhD theses, their examiners,
the standards of the examiners
and the standards set for the examiners, for a paper entitled The
Gatekeepers Examining the Examiners, released at a recent RSPacS
Divisional Seminar.
From that study, Dr Nelson
concludes that there is clearly a
need for universities to revise the

reguladons for the examinadon
of doctoral theses.
'Just how examiners come to
their individual decision about
what an examiner's report is, and
what standard is required of a
PhD thesis, is a mystery. They
come to the task with little
preparadon and after the first two
or three theses what they do becomes self-confirming,' Dr Nelson said.

'We need a system to train the
gatekeepers and give them the
chance to demonstrate their
abilities, before they get their
hands on the gate.
'Complete uniformity is unnecessary, but rules which prevent examiners from communicadng, allow them to communicate if they admit it, and do not
care whether they communicate
are simply confusing,' he said.
He found that there was uncertainty among examiners about
w h e t h e r a PhD must be of
publishable quality, must have
some section or sections which
could be published, or must have
material which could be published
after appropriate revision.
Examiners were also unsure
whether a thesis had to be a sustained argument or could be a
broad exploration of a subject
reaching many minor conclusions.

MasterSport
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He recommends that all universities should ask examiners to check
a list of four or five essential qualities rather than leave it entirely to
the examiner to choose what to
write about.
And he makes the radical suggestion that it is perhaps about
time that the title 'Doctor' be
dropped as a form of address, except at the graduation ceremony
and then on 'occasions of rare solemnity'.
The study is timely but Dr Nelson concedes that more work needs
to be done on this important
growth area in higher education.
There are, according to the
study, about 10,000 doctoral students in Australia. In the last five
years the total increase has been
over 20 per cent.

It seems likely, he concludes,
that some 2,000 students a year will
be completing doctoral studies;
and with three examiners for each
study, that will mean the use of
some 6,000 examiners each year.
If each examiner were to take
five full days, that would be the
equivalent of 125 senior academics employed through a forty-eight
week year doing nothing but examining doctoral theses.
Melbourne University published the first Australian PhD rules
in 1946 and the first three students
graduated from the two-year course

Coombs Forum
North Australia Research Unit has established a 'Nugget Coombs Forum for Indigenous
Studies', recognising the major role
played by Dr H C 'Nugget' Coombs
in the creation of the ANU and the
establishment of its northern satellite in Darwin. The Forum will:

THE A N U ' S

• provide support to indigenous
individuals, community groups and
organisations with research, information, analysis and the development and presentation of options
for further development;
• promote recognition of indigenous decision-making processes through research and to study
how these may support the development of enterprises and selfgovernment institutions;
• generate information, ideas
and discussion through a variety of
forums and the media in a bid to
improve indigenuous/non-indigenous communication and relations in Australia.
Donations to the Forum are tax
deductible and would be welcomed. Further information from
The Coombs Forum, PO Box
41321, Casuarina, NT 0811.

Young Canberran
Lindsay Croft, a 24 year old Koori
post graduate diploma student in
the Public Policy Program at the
ANU, is the Young Canberran of
the Year.

in 1948.
Dr Nelson said that in the short
history of the PhD in Australia,
universities have developed rules
of general agreement and minor
diversity.
All universities send their examiner's 'notes' based on their
rules which vary in length from a
few lines to four pages.
Dr Nelson went on to list, over
several pages, the variations in the
guidelines in Australian Universities, which included:
• telling students that normally
the text should not exceed 100,000
words or there is no prescribed
length, or saying nothing about
length;
• at the ANU at least one examiner must be someone who is not
a member of the university staff;
Tasmania requires two external
examiners;
• Adelaide allows examiners to
recommend the award of a master's degree for a PhD thesis, while
ANU forbids the award of another
degree;
• Melbourne asks examiners
not to consult. Flinders says they
may consult but must say so, ANU
does not care as long as examiners
submit independent reports while
Macquarie allows examiners to
consult and submit a 'conjoint
report'.
Dr Nelson surveyed 150 full-
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time members of history departments at some Australian universities in a bid to uncover who did the
examining, why they were chosen,
what were their qualifications and
how they learnt to become examiners.
From the eighty-three people
who replied, the average working
time in universities was 18 years,
they had marked 549 theses - an
average of 6.5 each.
Of the six examiners who had
corrected the most theses (a total
of225), four took their doctorates
from Cambridge, one from Oxford and one from ANU.
But graduates from these three
universities made up half the seventy-two historians with doctorates
who responded to the survey.
Most examiners specialised by
nation or geographic area, rather
than by time or topic and nearly
all examined on what they themselves did their doctorate on and
what they teach and most commonly on what they write about.
Respondents who appointed
examiners said the recommended
the appointment of examiners
known by reputation, but whom
they had never met and they excluded some colleagues because
they believed they were 'erratic or
prejudiced'.
One respondent told Dr Nelson that he did not recommended
'Marxist maniacs, fascist fools or
feral feminists'.

BRIEF

Mr Croft is National Convenor
of the Aboriginal Working Party
of the National Union of Students,
a member of the Chief Ministers
Youth Advisory Council, he served
on the ABC Advisory Council until it was abolished and was also on
the University of Canberra Council.
He was also active in the successful drive to expand the audi-

ence for the ABC youth-oriented
radio station 2JU.
Mr Croft said issues like black
deaths in custody and those illustrated by the ABC documentary
on policing in the inner-Sydney
suburb of Redfern provided motivation for his continuing involvement in community affairs.
'We (the aboriginal community) live these issues every day,'
he said.
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